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JCU and UH debate parking
[excess] of 250carson its campus," park on campus.•
City officials offered their sughe said.
The Carroll News
Chief of Police Charles LoBello gestions to remedy the area's parkJohn Carroll University stu- cited increased traffic, safety con- ing problem.
Main recommendations indentsandadministratorsdebated cerns, visual blight, noise and air
cluded
with University Heights residents pollution and enprohibitand officials about the school's forcement of parktng all
parking situation at the Planning ing violations as
street
Commission meeting last problems caused by
parking
Wednesday night.
the cars being
around
TheUHCouncilnearlybanned parked on side
all parking on Miramar Boulevard streets.
JCU, restricting
at its Oct. 7, meeting, but decided
He added, "ParkuOOerclass
that the issue needed to go back to ingspots that are ocstudents
the planning commission forfur- cupied by JCU-re( r o m
ther debate.
lated carseffecti vel y
having
Over40studentsattendedthe eliminate
these
cars on
public hearing last week, with spots for University
campus,
about the same amount of local Heights residents,
building
residents present. Rev. Richard P. their guests and
a parking
Salmi, Sj., vice president for stu- workers.•
garage
dent affa1rs, and Frederick Travis,
LoBello shared
on camprovost, represented the univer- Mayor
Beryl
pus and
sity.
Rothschild's opininstallStudent Union President ion that the parking
ing park
Doralice Tavolario was an SU ex- problem belongs to
i
ecutiverepresentativeatth~eet- ~ ja.tnJ.Arr , no o_
meters.
ing.
the city. Jim Conway, a 40 year lJH
Chris
CitY
• T h e resident, spoke to JCU students.
Vild
, suofficials
univervoiced
sityshouldberespon- perimendemof service, suggested
their
sible[forsolving)their thatalternative parking should be
c o n parking problem and found for residential students in
cern s
not rely on the city of order to provide parking spaces
and recUniversity Heights to for commuters on campus.
"The back portion of
o m do it for them,"
mendaLoBello said at the Kauffman's parking lot or a lot
with unused areas might be utimeeting.
t ions
Joseph Ciuni, city lized," he said.
about
Local.residents and students
engineer,said that the
t h e
also
voiced their concerns about
reasons Miramar
parking
parking should be the parking problem.
pro bJim Conway, a 40-year resident
eliminated include
lem.UH
safety considerations of University Heights, said that the
Buildfor the children at parking problem belongs to the
i n g
Gesu School and the University, not to the residents of
Comlack of sidewalks. University Heights.
m i s "It's criminal what these kids
Though he said,·As a
sioner
are
doing," Conway said. He then
condition
of
elimiWillbrought
up the option of local resinating
parking
on
i a m
Soptmore Rochelle Nowinski
Miramar, consider- dents putting spikes in students'
Nadeau
shared her opinions with UH
ation should also be tires.
said the
residents.
Law Director Alan Wolk ingiven to the eliminauniversity currently has 1,500 parking tion of parking on all perimeter terjected a request to Conway.
streets surrounding john Carroll "Please don't go toward the idea of
spaces.
"John Carroll is required by University. The cars that used to encouraging criminal conduct in
see PARKING, page 3
code to at least find spaces for the park on Miramar are not likely to

Tom O'Konowltz
Jennifer Talllsman

jt:nnllr.rTallisman

Identity Crisis: An ''SABB" sign hung on voting polis, though
SU President Doralice Tavolario said at last weel<s SU
meeting that the vote was not about SABB. 'The only thing
the referendum calls for is the House," she said.

tarting over
The Carroll News

Students voted in a referendum on Monday and Tuesday
to decide whether or not to create a house of representatives
within the student union. The
house of representatives would
consist of a member from each
chartered Student Union organization, and if approved, it
would be partly responsible for
chartering and funding SU organizations.
The referendum was not the
original proposed by the Student Union earlier in the year.
After an judical board hearing
last Wednesday night, the
board decided that the referendum would not be presented to
the student body because the
student petition requesting the
creation of a referendum could
not be located, according to SU
reports.
That weekend a new petition with 1he same purpose was
circulated around campus.
More than 300 students signed

the petition, and the elections
committeeva idate iton unday.
The elections committee
then announced that the
school-wide
referendum
would be held the following
two days.
The referendum was held
under a new elections code recently approved by the Student
Union. The new code requires
25 percent of the student body
to vote in the referendum.
The polls were open from 9
a.m. to 7 p.m. in the Atrium and
from 7:15p.m. to midnight in
Grasse IIi Library each day.
Ballots were scheduled to be
counted Wednesday night. Results were unavailable at press
time.
Former SU President John
Cranley said that regardless of
whether or not the referendum
passes, the students still will
play a role in the allocation of
student activities funding because of the actual SABB being
approved last spring.
see SU, page 3

Part-time philosophy professor dies at age 52
Cherie Skoczen
News Editor

Rev. Lee Monroe was a well-informed man who was a very diligent teacher, said Robert Sweeney,
chairperson of the philosophy department.
Monroe, who taught American
philosophy at John Carroll this semester, was found dead early Saturday morning . According to a
statement issued from the Most
Rev. Anthony Pilla, bishop of the
Diocese of Cleveland ,the death was
an apparent suicide. Monroe was
52 years old.
Pilla described the death as an

irrational action. Sweeney said
something must have overcome
Monroe's rational mind. "There
was some terrible weight on him
that we can't fathom," Sweeney
said. "It's an enormous loss, a real
tragedy."
Monroe was an adjunct professor in John Carroll's department of philosophy for about the
last five years, Sweeney said. "He
interacted efficiently and graciously with us," said Sweeney.
"He made a major contribution to
our department."
According to Eileen Colan, secretary in the philosophy depart-

ment, Monroe was a quiet, gentle
and considerate person. "He always stopped by to ask how I was
and what was new," she said.
Monroe was also a professor of
philosophy and religious studies
at the Borromeo Se_minary for the
last 25 years. Monroe became Academic Dean at Borromeo m 1991.
Borromeo Seminary is a division of the Center for Pastoral
Leadership of the Catholic Diocese of Cleveland. It is a preparatory school for studentsseeking to
be priests in the Catholic Church.
Seminarians fulfill their liberal
arts requirements at john Carroll,

and they take philosophy and theology classes at Borromeo.
According to Rev. William
Biehl, Sj., assistant dean for the
College of Arts and Sciences,
Borromeo students complete
course work for about two-thirds
of their bachelor's degrees at John
Carroll. They recei vejohn Carroll
degrees.
"1r'sa formal arrangement that
worked well because of Father
Monroe," Sweeney said. "He's obviously going to be missed."
Sweeney described Monroe as
a very intelligent man. He said
Monroe had a huge library at his

residence at Borromeo. "He had
such a huge store of information,"
Sweeney said.
Monroe used to celebrate Mass
at the Shrine of Lady Lourdes in
Euclid, Colan said. "I used to go
purposely to his Masses to hear
him," Colan said. "He had beautiful homilies and spoke from the
heart. He affected a lot of people
because he spoke from the heart.
It was his gift."
Monroe is survived by his
mother Helen and five brothers
and sisters. A private family funeral Mass and burial was held at
see MONROE, page 3
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Operation FOCUS needs volunteers

!NEWS

Project to feed 50 needy families at Thanksgiving
Lindsey Robshaw
Staff Reporter

jCU students choose Dole
The College Republicans sponsored a mock
presidental election last week. Of the 269 students who
voted, 59 percent voted for Republican candidate Bob Dole,
33 percent voted for Democratic candidate Bill Clinton, 4
percent voted for Reform party candidate Ross Perot. Four
percent of the ballot-casters voted for orher people.

Students organize historical tour o(JCU
A historical walking tour of the john Carroll campus will take place next Wednesday, Nov. 13. The event,
titled "JCU in a Different Light," will also include an exhibit titled "Spotlight on the 1930's.·
Coordinated by members of a public history course
atjCU, the event will begin at 6:30p.m at the entrance to
Grasselli Library. The tour is expected to last about 45 minutes. A rain date is scheduled for Nov. 20.

john Carroll students plan to
feed about 50 inner-city families
this Thanksgiving through a service project called Operation F0CUS(Familiesof Cleveland United
by Students), according to Kate
Robinson, FOCUS co-chairperson.
Operation FOCUS is an annual
project sponsored by john Carroll's
Student Union. Food is collected
one week before Thanksgiving,
and then it is taken to a local
church where it is blessed and distributed to needy families.
Contributions are made to Operation FOCUS by Carroll students,organizationsand local residents. Everyone can participate to
make this year's Operation FOCUS
a success, Robinson said.

Christmas formal bids on sale next week
Bids for the Christmas Formal will be on sale next
week in the A mum. Bids will be sold to seniors on Monday, Nov.ll, to juniors on Tuesday, Nov.l2, and to the entire
school on Wednesday, Nov.l3. Bids are $45 with a Student
Union discount card and $60 without a discount card. The
dance will be held at the Cleveland Convention Center on
Friday, Dec. 6

Tickets available to see Reeves
Actor Christopher Reeves will speak at the Cleveland
Convention Center this Friday, Nov. 7. Free tickets to the
event can be obtained in the Student life Office. The event
is sponsored by Student Activities.

Rosen to perform this Saturday
Musician Carl Rosen will perform at john Carroll this
weekend. The event will be in the Wolf -n-Pot this Saturday at 8 p.m. It is sponsored by Student Activities.

Newsbriefs compiled by Cherie Slwcun, News EdiJor

NOVEMBER

said. Fliers will be distributed
Wednesday, Nov. l3 from 3 p.m. to
5 p.m. Food collection will take
placeS unda ys, Nov.lO and 17 from
12 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Students interested in helping
with each event should meet in
the Student Union at the above
umes.
Additional help is also needed
the last week of school before
Thanksgiving break. Food will be
sorted and prepared to be delivered at this time. Students interested in helping should meet in
the squash courts, across from the
intramural gym.
Robinson said in order for Operation FOCUS to be a success, student volunteers are needed . "Volunteers have made such a difference," she said.

Students organize science career fair
Melinda Janowicz
Staff Reporter

A science career fair will be held
Nov. 18 in the Jardine Room for
math and science majors, according toseniorphysics and computer
science major Ernie Petti.
Students can talk with representatives from local companies.
"Thecompaniesspanalldifferent departments," said senior
jackie Brown, president of the Association of Computing Machinery. "They're not just for math and
science. There are companies looking for people interested in chemistry, biology and physics.·
Petti said he felt there was a need
majors. "Every year there is a career fair open to all majors, but it
seems like the fair is centered

SPECIALS
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To sponsor a family, any one
person or group organization is
asked 10 donate $25. There is a
$100 award to the club or organization that most actively participates. One point will be awarded
to a group for each volunteer or
canned food item donated. The
club wtth the highest accumulation of points will receive the
award.
Students who would like to
help with Operation FOCUS can
do so in several ways.
For instance, the freshman
class will hold a raffle for a $50
gift certificate to the JCU bookstore. Tickets are $1, and all proceeds benefit Operation FOCUS.
Volunteers are also needed to
collect food and distribute fliers
around thecomrnunity, Robinson
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around business," he said.
The student career development service center tries to invite
companies from all backgrounds
to its career fairs,

"However,
scie nee
students
are inadvertently
left out,"
she added.
Brown
said the goa!for the science career
fair is to provide an .-.nr...-.r'"'

AccordingtoBrown,OhioAerospace, Xerox, National City Bank
and Case Western Reserve Uni versity will attend the job fair.
"We have
been preparing
since the
end of summer for this
fair," Petti
said. "We
talked to
Ernie Petti
tea c h e r s
and students and
got the names of companies that
get involved."

ves
freshmen and sophomores a
chance to gather information and
look for intern jobs," Brown said.
"It gives seniors a chance to get
jobs, gain information and get
their resumes out."
Petti said invitations were sent
to 60 companies.
•At least !Scorn panies have accepted our invitation," Brown said.

"I wou
100
to
like! to see] at least 100 people if we
want [the fair] to happen again,"
Brown said. "We need a good turn
out."
The science career fair will be
from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. in thejardine
Room. "People can walk to different tables for every company,· Petti
said. "They can talk to the representatives and give out resumes."

~ : oi ~ n

'7hey can talk to
representatives and
give out resumes."

You have att official
itMta1fon 1o be

FREE PIZZA & WINGS WHILE THEY LASll!!
$1.00 BEVERAGES 6-9PM.

~BALL
$2.50 22oz. ICED BEVERAGES
FREE PIZZA AT HALFTIME

$150 BOTTLES 6-12 MIDNIGHT
TH~SDAY

~

PINT SPECIALS
Basement schedule subject to cancellation due to Private Parties
http://www.pizzazzpizza.com
20680 NORTIJ PARK BLVD.
UNIVERSITY HTS., OlflO 44118
216 321-7272
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john Carroll and city discuss parking issues su
continued from page 1
the city of University Heights."
Sophomore
Rochelle
Nowinski,disagreed with the city's
position on parking. "If I contribute to this community, I feel the
community should also contribute to me and my education," she
said. "l feel that my education is
just as important as you getting
out of your driveway each day·
Marianne Salcetti, associate
professor of communications at
jCU, was present at the meeting
with her journal ism students. She
decided to speak on the evenings
proceedings.
"I f indeed a problem is to be
solved mutually, then I don't think
the best starting point is comments such as 'It's john Carroll's
problem.' It's everybody's problem ," she said. "I've lived in a lotof
different states and a lot of different college communi ties and never
have I seen such divisiveness and
unfriendliness exhibited by a
community towards a university."
Rev Richard PSalmi, vice president of student affairs at Carroll,
offered the university's stance on
the parking problem. He said that
the university has implemented a
parking committee that will include student representation.
"This committee will meet in
two weeks, and will begin to assess in a corn prehensive manner
the parkingsituauon on our campus," he said. "john Carroll is willing ro enter into this process in

to wait for john Carroll to find a
solution," he said.
Rothschild said, "The only one
who can really solve the [parking
problem] is John Carroll with a
parking garage and policy
changes. We can only
make recommendations
... but we are certainly
willing to help to work
with them."
She confirmed with
Wolk that legallythecity
has no authority to force
JCU to do anything.
"The onIy control the
city might have is banning parking on streets,
which we'd rather not do,
Rochelle Nowinski but that seems to be one
of few tools leftf rom the
legal standpoint," Wolk
said.
Another meeting will be held
dependent study by Cleveland
State University, which was ini- in the near future to discuss the
parking situation.
tially suggested by city officials.
Nadeau disagreed with Salmi's
ideas. "My opinion is not his opi nion . I'm against another committee isola ted in john Carroll being
formed ." He said that he would be
in favor of a joint committee that
involved residents, student,s faculty,JCU administration and city
officials.
Wolk said he saw a lot of animosity between students and residents. "They each have been blaming the other for the parking problem," he said.
"The University has been slow
to act. The city is no longer going
good fai.th as a good neighbor and
as an important asset to this community."
Salmi said that the university
would be willing to work with the
city for a solution through an in-

"/ feel that my

education is just as

important as you
getting out of your
driveway each day."

continued from page 1
"The Union is actually being
generous. If they wanted tO actually retain power for the Union
they never would've approved the
new elections code which makes
a referendum easier to pass. By
keeping the old code they would've
been practically guaranteed appropriation of funds [and the] approval of charters within the
Union.•
At last week's Student Union
meeting, SU president Doralice
Tavolario said there was concern
withadvertising"VoteSABB." According to SU minutes, it was decided that "House of Representatives· would be emphasized in advertising rather than "SABB."
However, this week the voting
poll included a poster reading
"House of Reps. referendum," but
it also included "SABB" in larger
print.
Questtons have been brought

up recently about the wording of
advertisingforthereferendum. SU
Advisor Pam Mason responded to
the advertising issue.
"I think that when the advertisement asks people to vote on
the SABB proposal ... it has the potential to be misleading," she said.
Mason said that she hopes lhe
SA BB will pass. "I hope SABB becomes a reality, because students
need a part in this decision-making process."

MONROE
continued from page 1
All Souls Cemetery. Bichel said
students and friends are invited
to attend a memorial service for
Monroe next Thursday, Nov. 14.
The service will be at 7 p.m. in the
BorromeoSerninaryChapelat the
Center for Pastoral Leadership,
28700 Euclid Ave., Wickliffe.
"This truly is a great loss," Colan
said . "It's a loss not only of a great
teacher, but a great human being.•

Can I have this dance?

The Carroll News

Bringing you the

news... all the
news.

We're committed to informing
you about all the good and notso-good things that happen on
campus.

,

Newly elected Frestrnan Class Vice President Kate Meacham dances With her father at the
Gala Ball held Saturday night during Parents' Weekend.

Let us know how we're doing.
Letters to the Editor due Mondays by noon.

~~
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Carl JRosen
performing in the Wolf N Pot
Saturday, November 9 at 8 p.m.

We need an attitude chmgd
We arc currrntlu seeking fun, positive people to
service our guests! We've raised our standards,
and nced immediate wait staff members!
If uou want to be part of a NEW ATIITUDE,
applu in person todaur

Get on the Net and visit
Dine-0-Rama to search over 600
Cleveland -area restaurants.

We're serving it up at
Ultra Guide
on Cleveland's tasty new Web Site-Cleveland live.
Dine-0-Rama .. . only in Cleveland Live

www.cleveland.com
The ultimate guide to Cleveland.

No experience f\CCCCS<li'\J, just il greilt ani tude.

sponsoreq by Student Activities

SICK OF MAC& CHEESE?

RUBY TUESDAY RESTAURANT
BEACHWOOD PAVILLION MAll.
24325 CHAGRIN BLVD.

464-2700

•
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Operation FOCUS needs volunteers

!NEWS

Project to feed 50 needy families at Thanksgiving

JCU students choose Dole
The College Republicans sponsored a mock
presidental election last week Of the 269 students who
voted, 59 percent voted for Republican candidate Bob Dole.
33 percent voted for Democratic candidate Bill Clinton, 4
percent voted for Reform party candidate Ross Perot. Four
percent of the ballot-casters voted for other people.

Students organize historical tour of JCU
A historical walking tour of the john Carroll campus will take place next Wednesday, Nov. 13. The event,
titled "JCU in a Different Light," will also include an exhibit titled "Spotlight on the 1930's."
Coordinated by members of a public history course
atJCU. the event will begin at 6:30p.m. at the entrance to
Grasselli Library: The tour is expected to last about 45 minutes. A rain date is scheduled for Nov. 20.

Lindsey Robshaw
To sponsor a family, any one
Staff Reporter
person or group organizatiOn is
john Carroll students plan to asked to donate $25. There is a
feed about 50 inner-city families $100 award to the club or organithis Thanksgiving through a ser- zation that most actively particivice project called Operation FQ-- pates. One point will be awarded
CUS(Famtliesof Cleveland United to a group for each volunteer or
by Students), according to Kate canned food item donated. The
Robinson,FOCUSco-chairperson. club with the highest accumulaOperation FOCUS is an annual tion of points will receive the
projectsponsored byJohn Carroll's award.
Student Union. Food is collected
Students who would like to
one week before Thanksgiving, help with Operation FOCUS can
and then it is taken to a local do so in several ways.
church where it is blessed and disFor instance, the freshman
tributed to needy families.
class will hold a raffle for a $50
Contributions are made to Op- gift certificate to the jCU bookeration FOCUS by Carroll stu- store. Tickets are $1, and all prodents,orga nizationsand local resi- ceeds benefit Operation FOCUS.
dents. Everyone can participate to
Volunteers are also needed to
make this year's Operation FOCUS collect food and distribute fliers
a success, Robinson said.
around the community, Robinson

Christmas formal bids on sale next week
Bids for the Christmas Formal will be on sale next
week in the Amum. Bids will be sold w seniors on Monday, Nov.ll, tojuniorson Tuesday, Nov.12,and to the entire
school on Wednesday. Nov.13. Bids are $45 with a Student
Union discount card and $60 without a discount card. The
dance will be held at the Cleveland Convention Center on
Friday, Dec. 6.

Tickets available to see Reeves
Actor Christopher Reeves will speak at the Cleveland
Convention Center this Friday, Nov. 7. Free tickets to the
event can be obtained in the Student Life Office. The event
is sponsored by Student Activities.

Rosen to perform this Saturday
Musician Carl Rosen wi 11 perform atJohn Carroll this
weekend. The event will be in the Wolf-n-Pot this Saturday at 8 p.m. It is sponsored by Student Activities.

Newsbriefs compiled by Cherie Slwczen, News EdiJor

NOVEMBER

said. Fliers will be distributed
Wednesday, Nov. 13 from 3 p.m. to
5 p.m. Food collection will take
place Sundays, Nov.lO and 17 from
12 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Students interested in helping
with each event should meet in
the Student Union at the above
times.
Additional help is also needed
the last week of school before
Thanksgiving break. Food will be
sorted and prepared to be delivered at this time. Students interested in helping should meet in
the squash courts, across from the
intramural gym.
Robinson said in order for Operation FOCUS to be as uccess. student volunteers are needed. "Volunteers have made such a difference," she said.

Students organize science career fair
Melinda Janowicz
Staff Reporter
Ascience career fair will be held
Nov. 18 in the Jardine Room for
math and science majors, according to senior physics and computer
science major Ernie Petti.
Students can talk with representatives from local companies.
"The companies span all different departments," said senior
Jackie Brown, president of the Association of Computing Machinery. "They're not just for math and
science. There are companies looking for people interested in chemistry, biology and physics."
Petti said he felt there was a need

majors. "Every year there is a career fair open to all rnajors. but it
seems like the fair is centered

SPECIALS
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FREE PIZZA &: WINGS WHILE THEY LASll!!

around business," he said.
The student career development service center tries to invite
companies from all backgrounds
to its career fairs,

~ : oi ~ n

AccordingtoBrown,OhioAerospace, Xerox. National City Bank
and Case Western Reserve University will attend the job fair.
"We have
been preparing
"They can talk
since the
end of sumrepresentatives and
mer for this
fair," Petti
give out resumes."
said. "We
talked to

to

"However,
science
students
are inadvertently
left out,"
she added.
Brown
said thegoalfor the science career
fair is to provide an nmY.rlr"

"It gives
freshmen and sophomores a
chance to gather information and
look for intern jobs," Brown said.
"It gives seniors a chance to get
jobs, gain information and get
their resumes out."
Petti said invitations were sent
to60companies.
"At least 15companieshaveacceptedour invitation," Brown said.

Ernie Petti

t ea ch ers

and students and
got the names of companies that
might get involved."
100
to atte
"!
likeltosee]at least 100 people if we
want !the fair! to happen again,"
Brown said. "We need a good turn
out."
The science career fair will be
from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. in the Jardine
Room. "People can walk to different tables for every company," Petti
said. "They can talk to the representatives and give out resumes."

You have an official
it1vi1atiot11o be

~BALL
$2.50 22oz. ICED BEVERAGES
FREE PIZZA AT HALFTIME
MONDAY

Carl Rosen
=:::::>

PINT SPECIALS
Basement schedule subject to cancellation due to Private Parties
http://www.pizzazzpizza.com
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UNIVERSITY HTS., OHIO 44118
216 321-7272

John Carroll and city discuss parking issues su
continued from page 3.
the city of University Heights."
Sophomore
Rochelle
Nowinski, disagreed with thecity's
position on parking. "If I contribute to this community, I feel the
community should also contribute to me and my education," she
said. "I feel that my education is
just as important as you getting
out of your driveway each day."
Marianne Salcetti, associate
professor of communications at
JCU, was present at the meeting
with her journalism students. She
decided to speak on the evenings
proceedings.
"If indeed a problem is to be
solved mutually, then Idon't think
the best starting point is comments such as 'It's john Carroll's
problem.' It's everybody's prob·
lem," she said. "I've lived in a lot of
different states and a lot of differ·
entcollegecommunitiesand never
have I seen such divisiveness and
unfriendliness exhibited by a
communitytowardsa university.'
Rev. Richard P.Salmi,vice president of student affairs at Carroll,
offered the university's stance on
the parking problem. He said that
the university has implemented a
parking committee that will include student representation.
"Th1s committee w1ll meet in
two weeks. and will begin to assess in a comprehensive manner
the parking situation on our campus," he said. john Carroll is willing to enter into this process in

good faith as a good neighbor and
as an important asset to this community."
Salmi said that the university
would be willing to work with the
city for a solution through an in-

to wait for john Carroll to find a
solution," he said.
Rothschild said, "The only one
who can really solve the Iparking
problem] is john Carroll with a
parking garage and policy
changes. We can only
make recommendations
... but we are certainly
"I feel that my
willing to help to work
with them."
education is just as
She confirmed with
Wolk that legally the city
important as you
has no authority to force
JCU to do anything.
getting out of your
"The only control the
city might have is banning parking on streets,
driveway each day."
which we'd rather not do,
Rochelle Nowinski but that seems to be one
of few tools left from the
legal standpoint," Wolk
said.
Another meeting will be held
dependent study by Cleveland
State University, which was ini- in the near future to discuss the
tially suggested by city officials. parking situation.
Nadeau disagreed with Salmi's
ideas. "My opinion is not his opinion. I'm against another committee isolated in john Carroll being
formed." He said that he would be
m favor of a JOint committee that
involved residents, student.s faculty,JCU administration and city
officials.
Wolk said he saw a lot of animosity between students and residents."They each have been blaming the other for the parking problem," he said.
"The University has been slow
to act The city is no longer going

up recently about the wording of
advertisingforthc referendum. SU
Advisor Pam Mason responded to
the advertising issue.
"I think that when the advertisement asks people to vote on
the SA BB proposal ... it hast he potential to be misleading." she said.
Mason said that she hopes the
SABB will pass. "I hope SABB becomes a reality, because students
need a part m this decision-making process."

continued from page 1
"The Union is actually being
generous. If they wanted to actually retain power for the Union
they never would've approved the
new elections code which makes
a referendum easier to pass. By
keepingtheoldcodetheywould've
been practically guaranteed appropriation of funds land the] approval of charters within the
Union."
At last week's Student Union
meeting, SU president Doralice
Tavolario said there was concern
with advertising "Vote SA BB." According to SU mmutes, it was decided that "House of Representatives"would be emphasized in advertising rather than "SABB."
However, this week the voting
poll included a poster reading
"House of Reps. referendum," but
it also included "SABB" in larger
print
Questions have been brought

MONROE
continued from page 3.
All Souls Cemetery. Bichel said
students and friends are invited
to attend a memorial service for
Monroe next Thursday, Nov. 14.
The service will beat 7 p.m. in the
BorromeoSeminaryChapelat the
Center for Pastoral Leadership,
28700 Euclid Ave., W1ckliffe.
"This truly is a great loss,"Colan
said. "It's a loss not only of a great
teacher, but a great human being."
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Republicans question DNC fund-raising
Joe Wholley
Editor
A cloud of controversy en veloped the Democratic party last
Fridayasallegatwnsof illegalcontributions obtained by a member
of the Democratic National Committee (DNC) surfaced.
The spotlight focused on DNC
fundraiserjohn Huangaf ter it was
revealed that he was involved in
several questionable and possibly
illegal Democratic party fundraising activities in the past few
months.
Huang, a native of Indonesia,
headed the U.S. affiliate of the Indonesian conglomerate, Lippo
Group, before entering the American political scene. He became
known at the DNC [or his ability
to ta p Asian-American donors for
contributions during the Clinton
campaign. The DNC reports that
he raised almost $5 million for the
campaign, but Republicans are
questioning the way he obtained
the contributions.
Huang's mos t quest ionable
fund-raiser dealt with an event he
planned at a Buddhist temple in
Los Angeles. At the event, VicePresident AI Gore collected
$140,000 from monks that had
vowed to lead a life of poverty, leaving the Republicans to question
where the supposedly poor group
obtained the large sum of money.
Additional! y, it was discovered
that the DNC never paid to use the
temple, qualifying the use of the
hall as an unreported contribution. The DNC paid the temple
$15,000 after this was discovered.
The event caused the DNC to susAsst. Int. News & Business
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Air bags warning released
General Motors Corp., Ford Motor Co. and Chrysler Corp.
sa1d bt Friday thar they will send letters to millions of motorists warningthemof the risks posed by air bags to some drivers
and front-seat passengers, especially children. Air bags have
saved approximately 1,100 lives to date, but have killed 47
individuals since 1990, including 29 young children and infants. Studies show that the death toll is rising sharply as more
vehicles are equipped with air bags, particularly on the passenger stde where children are often seated. These car companies
recommend that children sir in the back seat when possible.

Nicotine linked to memory improvement
A study released by the Baylor College of Medicine in Houston has reponed that nicotine has been proven to improve
memory. The study, printed in the journal Nature, found that
nicotine strengthens communications between neurons in the
hippocampus,a structure in the brain involved in learning and
memory. It seems to work by increasing the strength of the
messages (in the form of electrical impulses) traveling around
the brain. As the study reports, rhe only problem wi.th using
nicotine as a memory aid, of course, is that it contains 400
known carcinogens.
OA denies keeping Gulf War syndrome secrets
The CIA responded to allegations that it is hiding evidence
that U.S. soldiers were exposed to toxic chemicals during the
Persian Gulf War. The CIA publicly denied the charges Friday
and released hundreds of formerly classified documents to
support irs case. Nora Slatkin, the CIA's second-highest official,
said tharthe agency still believes that Iraq did not use chemical
or biological weapons and that US. aerial bombing of Iraqi
bunkers did not spread toxic gases over U.S. troops.
World Briefs were wmpiled by Kristen Schnetdler.lnt. News &
Business Editor and Joe Wholley, Assistant Int. News & Business
Editor. with the atdofwirtsources.

pend Huang from fund-raising
duties.
Republicans put Huang and
foreign contributions obtained by
the DNC under the microscope
followingFriday'srevelations The
Republicans found that Huang
may have engaged in political
fund-raising while he was a federal employee at the Commerce
Department, a violation of the
Hatch Act, which prohibi ts federalemployees from participating
in any form of campaigning.
Republicans are also seeking an
independent council to investigate whether Huang had tried to
influence foreign policy in exchange for large contributions to
the DNC campaign fun ding. ln
addition, Republicans have said
that they want information on
other potentially illegal contributions that Huangsolicited. Republicans also want to know if Huang
received payment from Lippo
while he worked at the Commerce
Department or the DNC, which
would be an indication that the
Asian company used him as a tool
to influence foreign policy.
Republican lawmakers asked

for an extensi veexamination into
the DNC involvement of not only
Huang but also Clinton and Gore.
This request followed the uncovering of another illegal contribution made by a Korean manufacturing firm. The contribution of
$250,000 was deemed illegal ,and
the DNC was forced to return it.
Attorney General Janet Reno
announced las t Friday that she
had taken the first steps towards
deciding whether to seek an independent counsel to investigatefurther possible wrongdoing by
Democratic fund-raisers.
In the midst of the allegations,
former presidentia 1candidate Bob
Dole accused Cl inton of supporting "money laundering" and the
"foreign corruption" of American
politics in his administration.
Democrats countered by pointing
out that Dole also got a $1,000 donation from thewifeof the owner
of the Indonesian operated Lippo
Group.
Investigations into DNC contributionsareexpected to last several weeks, and it is not yet certain
what steps thej ustice Department
will take in the investigation.
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Junior reigns as Miss Ohio International
Stacy Mlros
Staff Reporter

Silvia D'Onofrio could be the next Miss
America; but she wants to finish her education first.
D'Onofrio, a junior at john Carroll University originally from North Royalton,
Ohio, currentl y wears the crown for Miss
Ohio International, a title that she won th is
past june.
D'Onofrio said that she has always been
imerested in being on the stage. Following
her sister'sfootsteps,she began modeling at
age l3 for an independent agency. When
she learned that she wa s not tall enough to
become a model, she began concentrating
on doing p:~geants.
"Pageants were a chance for me to express myself ," she said.
Afterentering and competing in several
compe titions,shefinallywon herfirst pageant in North Royalton at the age of 12 and
discovered she Loved the competition.
Her first big win in a major pageant was
first runner-up for the Junior Miss of
America title in 1994. For this competition
she had to be interviewed, model sportswear and an evening gown and perform a
talent. Although she only took ballet lessons as a child, D'Onofrio said that her talents lie in singing and dancing.
"I love ro get the audience involved and
make people smile," she said. "I make up
my own skits and practice about 15 hours
for each."
Miss Oh io International is D'Onofrio's
first state title. For thiscompetition, which
was held in Dayton,Ohioshe wore platform
shoes and bell-bottomed pants and perform ed to Gloria Gaynor's "I Will Survive."
From here she will go on to compete
with girls from all over the world for Miss
International in Mobile, Ala. next june.

Pageant Queen: D'Onofrio smiles
after winning Miss International
Ohio title.

As Miss Ohio International, her duties
include riding in parades such as
Cleveland's Columbus Day parade, appea ring at local places hke Veteran's homes and
judging other pageants. She has had the
opportunity to meet many local celebrities
such as newscasters and several Cleveland
lndians players, she said.
As opposed to the Miss America pageant, the Miss lmernational title does not
require a swimsuit com petition. D'Onofrio
does not agree with this aspect of pageants.
"To be Miss America I should not have to
kill myself to look like a stick in a suit," she
said. "This is definitely the wrong message
to send to young girls."
Instead, she said that she believes a pageant winner should be someone who
younger gtrls can admire. "I'm the baby of
the family, so !love taking care of the little

girls in the pageants and being their 'big
sister,' someone they can count on," she sa id.
D'Onofrio admits she is not the typ1cal
pageant woman. "I give them my hean and
passion and if I don't make it that is okay as
long as I know I gave them my all," she said.
"lflcan't have fun then !don't want todoit.•
D'Onofrio's platform for her interviews
in the pageants is education. She is a strong
proponent of teaching foreign languages
and cultu res to children beginning at an
early age. "I believe it issoveryimportantto
teach a language to young children so they
are well rooted," she said.
D'Onofrio said it is difficult to balancethe
duties of her title and her studies. "It is hard
because I don't want to miss a job, but my
studies come first. I take it as it comes," she
sa id,sometimes taking one job and missing
the next.
D'Onofrio is a language major here at
Ca rroll,studyingSpanishandjapanese. She
was raised speaking Italian. Her father, who
was born in Italy, teaches Italian and Spanish at JCU. "My father has been such an
inspiration to me, always pushing me to do
my best," she said.
After graduation, she is considering
working as a translatorforthe government
or going into politics."I may even want tO go
into television, commercials or acting," she
said. "But I am open to a lot of things."
In order to pursue the title of Miss
America, D'Onofrio would have to win several local pageants before she could compete for the Miss Ohio crown.
The Miss Ohio title would require a great
deal of traveling, however, which would be
impossible with school. "I want to finish
my s!Udies before I pursue the title," she
said. "But it is in God's hands. I try my hardest and know it is the best I can do and that
is alii should have to do."

Llorada, Eugenio
Year: Freshman

Major: Biology (Pre-Med)
Place of birth: Manila. Philippines
What do you miss most about
your home countryl: I miss my
native foods.
Favorite candy: Snickers bars,
because they have peanuts in them.
What actor and actress would
you like to meed: Tom Cruise
and Nicole Kidman, because I like
the movie Far and Away.
Favorite type of music: European alternatives such as U2. The
Cure and Simple Minds. I life the
beat and the rhythm.
What do you like best about
living In Americaf: I have the
freedom to do
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Republicans question DNC fund-raising
Joe Wholley
Asst. Int. News & Business Editor
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Air bags warning released
General Motors Corp., Ford Motor Co. and Chrysler Corp.
said l..t~t Friday that they will send letters to millions of motorists warning them of the risks posed by air bags to some drivers
and front-seat passengers, especially children. Air bags have
saved approximately 1,100 lives to date, but have killed 47
individuals since 1990, including 29 young children and infants. Studies show that the death toll is rising sharply as more
vehicles are equipped with air bags, particularly on the passenger side where children are of ten seated. These car companies
recommend that children sit in the back seat when possible.

Nicotine linked to memory improvement
A study released by the Baylor College of Medicine in Houston has reported that nicotine has been proven to improve
memory. The study, printed in thej:>urnal Na!ure,found that
nicotine strengthens communications between neurons in the
hippocampus,astructurein the brain involved in learning and
memory. It seems to work by increasing the strength of the
messages (in the form of electrical impulses) traveling around
the brain. As the study reports, the only problem with using
nicotine as a memory aid, of course, is that it contains 400
known carcinogens.
OA denies keeping Gulf War syndrome secrets
TheClA responded to allegations that it is hiding evidence
that U.S. soldiers were exposed to toxic chemicals during the
Persian Gulf War. TheClA publicly denied the charges Friday
and released hundreds of formerly classified documents to
support irs case. Nora Slatkin, the CIA's second-highestofficia~
said that the agency still believes that Iraq did not use chemical
or biological weapons and that U.S. aerial bombing of Iraqi
bunkers did not spread toxic gases over U.S. troops.

World Briefs wert wmpiltd by Kristen Schneidltr,lnt. News &
Business Editor and jot Whollcy, Assistant Int. News & Business
Editor, with the atdof wirf sources.

A cloud of controversy enveloped the Democratic party last
Fridayasallegationsof illegalcontnbutions obtained by a member
of the Democratic National Committee (DNC) surfaced.
The spotlight focused on DNC
fund raiserJohn Huangafter it was
revealed that he was involved in
several questionable and possibly
illegal Democratic party fundraising activities in the past few
months.
Huang, a native of Indonesia,
headed the U.S. affiliate of the Indonesian conglomerate, Lippo
Group, before entering the American political scene. He became
known at the DNC for his ability
to tap Asian-American donors for
contributions during the Clinton
campaign. The DNC reports that
he raised almost$5 million for the
campaign, but Republicans are
questioning the way he obtained
the contributions.
Huang's most questionable
fund -raiser dealt with an event he
planned at a Buddhist temple in
Los Angeles. At the event, VicePresident AI Gore collected
$140,000 from monks that had
vowed to lead a life of poverty, leaving the Republicans to question
where the supposedly poor group
obtained the large sum of money.
Additionally, it was discovered
that the DNC never paid to use the
temple, qualifying the use of the
hall as an unreported contribution. The DNC paid the temple
$15,000 after this was discovered.
The event caused the DNC to sus-

pend Huang from fund-raising
duties.
Republicans put Huang and
foreign contributions obtained by
the DNC under the microscope
followingFriday'srevelations The
Republicans found that Huang
may have engaged in political
fund-raising while he was a federal employee at the Commerce
Department, a violation of the
Hatch Act, which prohibits federalemployees from participating
in any form of campaigning.
Republicans are also seeking an
independent council to investigate whether Huang had tried to
influence foreign policy in exchange for large contributions to
the DNC campaign fun ding. ln
addition, Republicans have said
that they want information on
other potentially illegal contributions that Huangsolicited. Republicans also want to know if Huang
received payment from Lippo
while he worked at the Commerce
Department or the DNC, which
would be an indication that the
Asian company used him as a tool
to influence foreign policy.
Republican lawmakers asked

•Presidential Election:
~

for an extensive examination into
the DNC involvement of not only
Huang but also Clinton and Gore.
This request followed the uncovering of another illegal contribution made by a Korean manufacturing firm. The contribution of
$250,000wasdeemed illegal ,and
the DNC was forced to return it.
Attorney General janet Reno
announced last Friday that she
had taken the first steps towards
deciding whether to seek an independent counsel to investigatef urther possible wrongdoing by
Democratic fund-raisers.
In the midst of the allegations,
former presidential candidate Bob
Dole accused Clinton of supporting "money laundering" and the
"foreign corruption" of American
politics in his administration.
Democrats countered by painting
out that Dole also got a $1,000 donation from the wife of the owner
of the Indonesian operated Lippa
Group.
Investigations into DNC contributionsareexpected to last several weeks, and it is not yet certain
what steps thej ustice Department
will take in the investigation.
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Junior reigns as Miss Ohio International
Stacy Mlros
Staff Reporter
Silvia D'Onofrio could be the next Miss
America; but she wants to finish hereducat ion first.
D'Onofrio, a junior at john Carroll University originally from North Royalton,
Ohio, cur rently wears the crown for Miss
Ohio Imernational,a title that she won this
past june.
D'Onofrio said that she has always been
interested in being on the stage. Following
her sister's footsteps, she began modeling at
age 13 for an independent agency When
she learned that she was not tall enough to
become a model, she began concentrating
on doing p:~geams .
"Pageants were a cha nee for me to express myself," she said.
Af teremering and competing in several
competitions,shefinallywon her first pageant in North Royalton at the age of 12 and
discovered she loved the competition.
Her first big win in a major pageant was
first runner-up for the junior Miss of
America title in 1994. For this competition
she had to be interviewed, model sportswear and an evening gown and perform a
talent. Although she only took ballet lessons as a child, D'Onofrio said that her talents lie in singing and dancing.
"!love to get the audience involved and
make people smile," she said. "I make up
my own skits and practice about 15 hours
for each."
Miss Ohio International is D'Onofrio's
first state title. For this competition, which
was held in Dayton, Ohio she wore platform
shoes and bell-bottomed pants and performed to Gloria Gaynor's "I Will Survive."
From here she will go on to compete
with girls from all over the world for Miss
International in Mobile, Ala. next june.

girls in the pageants and being their 'big
sister,' someone they can count on," shesa1d.
D'Onofrio admits she is not the typical
pageant woman. "I give them my heart and
passion and if I don't make it that is okay as
long as 1know Igave them my all," she sa1d.
"If I can't havefun then ldon'twant to do it."
D'Onofrio's platform for her interviews
in the pageants iseducation.She is a strong
proponent of teaching foreign languages
and cultures to children beginning at an
early age. "I believe it is so very important to
teach a language to young children so they
are well rooted," she said.
D'Onofrio said it is difficult to balancethe
duties of her title and her studies. "It is hard
because I don't want to miss a job, but my
studies come first. I take it as it comes," she
said, sometimes takingonejoband missing
the next.
Pageant Queen: D'Onofrio smiles
D'Onofrio is a language major here at
after winning Miss International
Carroll,studyingSpanishandjapanese. She
Ohio title.
wasraisedspeaking Italian. Her father, who
As Miss Ohio International, her duties was born in Italy, teaches Italian and Spaninclude riding in parades such as ish at JCU. "My father has been such an
Cleveland'sColumbus Day parade, appear- inspiration tome, always pushing me to do
ing at local places like Veteran's homes and my best," she said.
After graduation, she is considering
judging other pageants. She has had the
opportunity to meet many local celebrities working as a translator for the government
such as newscasters and several Cleveland or going into politics. "1 may even want to go
into television, commercials or acting," she
Indians players, she said.
As opposed to the Miss America pag- said. "But I am open to a lot of things."
In order to pursue the title of Miss
eant, the Miss International title does not
require a swimsuit competition. D'Onofrio Ame rica, D'Onofrio would have to win sevdoes not agree with this aspect of pageants. eral local pageants before she could com"To be Miss America I should not have to pete for the Miss Ohio crown.
The Miss Ohio title wouldrequireagreat
kill myself to look like a stick in a suit," she
said. "This is definitely the wrong message dea I of traveling, however, which would be
impossible with school "I want to finish
to send to young girls."
Instead, she said that she believes a pag- my studies before I pursue the title," she
eant winner should be someone who said. "But it is in God's hands.! try my hardyounger girls can admire. "I'm the baby of est and know it is the best I can do and that
the family, so I love taking care of the little is all! should have to do."

Llorada, Eugenio
Year: Freshman
Major: Biology (Pre-Med)
Place of birth: Manila, Philippines

What do you miss most about
your home country?: I miss my
native foods.

Favorite candy: Snickers bars,
because they have peanuts in them.

What actor and actress would
you like to meet?: Tom Cruise
and Nicole Kidman, because I like
t he movie Far and Away.
Favorite type of music: Euro-

pean alternatives such as U2, The

Cure and Simple Minds. I like the
beat and the rhythm.
What do you like best about
living In Arnerlcal: I have the
freedom to do
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Coming Attractions
Zany comedian Carrot Top
will bring his 'Junk in the
Trunk' laugh£ est to the
Palace Theatre at Pia yhouse Square on Friday,
Nov.8 for one 7:30p.m. show. The red-haired
funny man won the 1994 American Comedy
Award and will star in the upcoming film
Chairman of the Board. His live show is a
spectacle of lights, lasers,music and hundreds
of props Tickets at a 50% discount off the
regular price of $17.50 and $20.50 are avai Ia ble
for college students with a valid college J.D.
today only, and only at the Playhouse Square
Box Office. Call 771-4444 for more info.
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Billy Breathes

at the movies

Twentieth century Romeo

(Elektra)
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Twelfth Night steals the night at JCU

Classic love story set amidst gang war

"Phish is a cross between East
From there DiCaprio performs to Coast rock-a-suey and rock donStaff Reporter
the perfection that makes him one key dunkel," says Phish guitarist
Forget the 16th century and of the most talented and diverse Trey Anastasio. The band that has
Renaissance manners. Enter the young actors in Hollywood . escaped definition,even by its own
Twentieth century gang war be- Dressed as a noble knight, DiCaprio members, has eluded all attempts
tween theCapulet and Montague brings out the valor and honor of at description. Ph ish's albums are
families whose nine millimeter Romeothatfitsthecostume. Danes an eclectic collection of music, covhandguns replace the duels of also proves why she is a sought af- ering the gamut of styles.
Breathessignifies a deparr-------------.., ter actress among directors. tureBilly
from
the typical Phish studio
Dressed as an angel, her porFlick Pick: Romeo and Juliet
performance.
Gone are the extrayal of juliet captures the
Rating: 9 out of 10
~
innocence of love and youth tended improv solos that elicited
of this Burlington,
L-------------..J making the love between the comparisons
VT
band
to
the
Grateful Dead. InShakespeare's time. Amidst the two more hopeful and powerful.
drugs, guns and violence of the Danes' fresh approach makes the stead of the typical three or four
1990s is the traditional language audience wish for one brief rna- solos per song, each track only avof Shakespeare.
mentthatthemoviewouldenddif- erages about one or two. Phishpurists may be disappointed to
The story begins via the six ferently.
o'clock news on a solitary televiGood has always been opposed find a cleaner, more controlled
sian set. Through a barrage of by evil and no character is more sound in this album. A song like
media clips similar to riot and vindictive than Tybalt (john "Free" with its straight rock beat
warfootagefromLosAngelesand Leguizamo). Known more as a co- and catchy refrain "I feel f reeee ..."
Bosnia, director Baz Luhrman medic actor, Leguizamo proves may be destined to be, dare I say it,
presents the hatred between the without a doubt that he can per- a "radio" song.
Not absent is Phish's willingtwo powerful families and the form Shakespeare. Thecoollookof
timeless love story that is Romeo murder in Leguizamo's eyes and ness to experiment. The song
and julie!.
twitchingjaw brings the audience "Steep," which is by far the most
The star-crossed lovers are no into a more intimate hatred that unusual one on the album, starts
longerfrom Verona, Italy, but in- seems to possess his soul. Appro- off with a jazz piano intro and
stead live in fair Verona Beach, priatel y dressed as a devil, moves into a short round of backCalifornia. Fulgencio Capulet Leguizamo usesthecostumetodis- tracked vocals until eventually
moving into a section of studio
(PaulSorvino)andTedMontague play his evil personality.
(Brian Dennehy) are both busiBaz Luhrman does not forget effects reminiscent of Pink Floyd's
ness moguls who rival in every- that despite life's tragedies there is Dark Side of the Moon.
Songs like "Waste" with its pasthing that can be controlled. The still laughter.
Not many
doomed Romeo andjuliet, as the Shakespearean scholars may find toral sound and lyrics "Come
story goes, take control of their humor in Romeo and juliet's bleak waste your time with me," make
owndestiniesandfindeachother. love but Luhrman seems to know this CD (as all Phish albums are)
As juliet says, "My only love, that whoever can cry can also the perfect one to lay back and
sprung from my only hate."
laugh. DiCaprio and Danes'perfor- relax to.
Moviegoers familiar with the mances together prove the happi-David 'Sauce' Gaus
play are cursed by knowing what ness of innocent, first love.

Cindy Place

The Cleveland Play House announces its Next
Stage Festival of New Play Readings to be held
nextMondaythrough Wednesday,Nov.l2-l4. Five
wNks have been selected from over 150 submissions from both
newer and established playwrights in an attempt to foster and
develop new scripts for the American Theatre. Each play will be
read by the pIa yw right and discussed afterward with the audience.
The first reading will be Ohio writer Wendy Macleod's Machines
Cry Wolf this Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in the Play House's 120-seat
Studio One Theatre. This off-beat, compassionate drama takes us
into the neo-natal intensive care unit of a large hospital where May
and Pete's newborn is
being treated for an
unidentified illness.
Tickets are available
for$5each by calling
the CPH ticket office
at 795-7000
MCA lnc., which entered into a $200 million
partnership with lnterscope Records inFebruaryafter
Time Warn er severed ties with the label, will
manufacture
and distribute a posthumous album by slain rapper
Tupac Shakur. The collection will be the first gangsta rap album
distributed by the company under terms of its lnterscope deal.
MCA has a loophole in the deal allowing it to refuse to distribute
any album by the company or its related labels that MCA deems
'objectionable.' Expectations are high for his new album, The Don
Killuminati-The 7-Day Theory, which he recorded under the

~~~ud;o~n~~~~M£~ka~v~e;ll;l~Du~e~i~nw&;o~ns~~~t~T~u~e~~ay~,~th~i;s~fi~ft~hpso~l;o~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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u rmansurpnsesa y ow e sc oo g1r an 1 anous to watc
Clevelanders
will have the
opportunity to
spend an evening with Christopher
Reevetomorrow,Friday,Nov.Swhen
he speaks at Cleveland Convention
Center at 7 p.m. Reeve has been a
sourceof inspiration to many because
of the strength of character he
displayed after suffering partial
paralysis in a horse-riding accident
last year. Tickets to the event are
available free of charge through the
jCUStudem Life Office or by calling
Ticket master at 241-5555.

Celebrities
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pulls it off. Romeo (Leonardo
DiCaprio) attends tbe Capulets'
masked ball not drunk as in the
original play but high on drugs.
Through the eyes of a tripping
Romeo, the party is a whirlwind
of theatrics.
Fate looks down on Verona
when Romeo and Juliet (Claire
Danes) lock eyes through an
aquarium and fall in love. The
tragedy unfolds to bring an intense performance from the
multi-talented actors. DiCaprio's
performance,to say the least, was
convincing and brings much to
the overall intensity of the film .

Luhrman adds a further touch to
the funny side by using a gospel
rendition of Prince's "When Doves
Cry" sung by a choirboy ensemble
and soloist. Those that know
Shakespeare's history will appreciate the Globe Theatre Pool Hall
and references to other works and
people frorn the playwright's time.
RomeoandJulietwillleaveyour
eyes locked to the screen and your
mind reeling with the action.
Where you do not cry, you either
laugh or hate along with the characters. Shf\kespeare has never been
this accessible in understandability and so moving emotionally.

rfl - -~·of time
rfl rfl -fair
rfl tfJ rfl - Coocl
rfl rfJ rf} (j} - 81C8Hent
rJ) rJ) rfl (/J tP - lnat.nl claulc
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Writers Harvest Wideman delivers a reading from his new book.

Harvest helps feed hungry
Marla Trlvlsonno

je.n Sercy

Twelfth Night: Marty Hoehler and Christine Castro in JCU play continuing tonight through Sunday.
Trlsh Vlale._ _ _ _ __
Staff Reporter

Orin king, disguises, practical
jokes-what better way to spend
Halloween weekend, especially
with your parents? The staging of
Shakespeare's Twelfth Night, put on
by john Carroll University's communication department and directed by Karen Gygli, is a success.
The setting is unique for this
production. It takes place in the
utter chaos of the French Riviera
in 1939 just before the Second
World War. As Hitler was invading, the last of the aristocratic British tourists, such as the Duke and
Duchess of Windsor, were exiting.
The play too is one of complete
turmoil. After a shipwreck separates twins Viola (played by Anne
Ordway) and Sebastian (Steve
Beaudry), they both believe that
th e oth er is dead Viola ends up in
lllyna and disguises herself as a
male servant to be closer to the
manwhomsheloves, DukeOrsino
(Joe Kilbane). At Orsino's bidding,
~esario (really Viola dressed as a
man) attempts to match him with
Olivia (Christine Castro). Olivia,
however, is dreaming about living
happily ever after with Cesario.
Meanwhile, Malvolio (Brian
Bossick), Olivia's right hand man,
is duped by the rest of Olivia'screw
into believing that the fair lady
loves him. Bossick's portrayal of
Malvolio is fantastic. He displays
the torture of being accused of insanity perfectly from his actions
to his facia I expressions. There is

Mel Gibson stars in Ransom, a riveting tale of a fiercely
1ndependent bus mess tycoon who takes matters into his

own hands when his son is kidnapped. Tom Mullen
(Gibson) is a wealthy corporate executive used to mediating tough
business deals and doing things his own way. Along with his
beautiful wife Kate (Rene Russo) and son Sean (Brawley Nolte),
Tom has all the material trappings of success-until Sean is abducted
by desperate criminals and held for ransom. When an FBI rescue
operaJion fails, Tom engineers a dangerous countermeasure in a
last chance efron to bnng his boy back to safety. The film is
directed by Ron Howard who recently won the Director's Guild of
America Award for Apollo 13. Ransom, produced by Touchstone
Pictures, IS rated Rand opens tomorrow, Friday, Nov. 8, at theatres
everywhere. Check local listings for theaters and showtimes.
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Ransom:GibsonandRussoareparents....OOsesoniskidnapped
in new film opening tomorrow, Nov. R
Coming Attrartions were compiled by Sam Subity: Artwork by
]elfKne!le. Dates and !1mes are subject wchange.

This
ThursdHU
free wings
10-12 p.m.
and free pool
and foos ball
9-11 p.m.
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sponsored nationally by Share
Our Strength, in which 100 perListeners filled the neat rows cent of the proceeds god1rectly to
of chairs, the floor and the win- local hunger centers. The money
dow ledges in the Jardine Room raised from the john Carroll Unilast Wedne~ay evening. About versity event was donated to the
250 pairs of eyes intently focused Cleveland Food Bank.
on the podium. There stood the
TheCa!! le Killing is the story
two-time PEN/ Faulkner Award of a young, black itinerant
winning author John Edgar preacher living in Philadelphia
Wideman reading from his new during the yellow fever epidemic
novel, The Cattle Killing. •All of of 1793. The plague had been in
us, black and white, equally ma- part unjustly blamed on blacks
rooned by poveny," he said, peer- and Hispanics. Wideman said
ing over his glasses.
thathewasinspired to write about
That statement was appropri- this "irony of the American expeate for the 'Writers Harvest' gath - rience" ever since he read an acering. The Harvest is a reading, count of the plague in 1968.
Assistant Features Editor

Do you
have an
opinion
about
anything at
JCU?
Have you ever
considered
expressing It?

RECONSIDER

no real way for his character to made in heaven.
escape the label of "cuckoo" beThe play is topped off with a
cause he is being pranked andes- melody by Feste. As the refrain
pecially since he is held captive states: "for the rain it raineth everyday." The weather for the
in a straight jacket.
The fool Feste (Marty Hoehler) month of October surely has comis perhaps the most intriguing and plied with this statement but so
entertaining part of the produc- does life in genera!,suggests Feste.
tion. Not only are his bits of fool- If something can go wrong, it will.
ish-but-wise nonsense attention- Life is a mini-tragedy in itself.
getting, but the different sources However, as Chris Roark of jCU's
of entertainment he uses English department remarks, "Yet
throughout are
the song ends
by reminding
also something to
1
keep the viewers I J
play In Its
us we caneswanting more. He
cape
such
is a ventriloquist, entirety Is a great thoughts and
return to the
a singer, a juggler
and above all the presentation of
theater where
actors 'strive
fool. This role
to please you
seems to be the creativity and
everyday.'"
most delightful
The play in
because it is escape from "life."
its entireLy is
iro ni c.
Though Feste isconsidered the a great presentation ol creativity
fool, he is the one aware of all the and escape from "life." The scenothers' stupidity: "This fellow is ery is beautiful with a splendor of
wise enough to play the fool," bright colors. My personal favorViola states. Explained by the fool ite is the fountain in the middle of
himself 'Sometimes it is better to the stage that dividesOrsino's land
be the fool because then people from Olivia's. The costumes deare honest in saying that you are a pict the era terrifically. The bow
fool.'
ties and suits for the males make
The play continues on to see the time frame more easily recogthe twins reunited after a confus- nizable, as do the dresses and hair
ing episode where Sebastianmar- stylesof the ladies. The actors and
ries Olivia who believes she has actresses as well come together as
already wedded Viola/Cesario. a team to convey their personal
When Orsino discovers the truth creativity. Gygli receives a thumbs
about Viola/Cesario he eventu- up in my book for as uccessful and
ally falls for her. All live happily unique production of Twelfth
ever after with their matches Night.
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Get tickets now for THE DESTROYERS Dec 61

KISS tribute band from Toronto
$6 in advance, $8 at door
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Internet Job Search
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Wednesday. Nov. 13. 1996
Bruening Hall. Room 43
4:00-5:30 p.m.

-Learn how to navigate Netscape
-Learn about Bookmarks
-Find out about popular websites

•

••

••
••
•••
••

••
••

•••
•
••

••
•
••
•••
••
••
LIMITED SPACE AVAILABLE
••
call397·4431 for reservations
•••
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Coming Attractions
Zany comedian Carrot Top
1
will bring his junk In the
Trunk' laughfest to the
Palace Theatre atPlayhouse Square on Friday,
Nov.8 for one 7:30p.m show. The red-haired
funny man won the 1994 American Comedy
Award and will star in the upcoming film
Chairman of the Board. His live show is a
spectac leof lights, lasers, music and hundreds
of props. Tickets at a 50% discount off the
regular price of $17 .SO and $20.50area vailable
for college students with a valid college J.D.
todayonly ,and only at the Playhouse Squa re
Box Office. Call771-4444 for more info.
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Phish

at the movies

Twentieth century Romeo
Classic love story set amidst gang war

The Cleveland Play House announces its Next
Stage Festival of New Phy Readings to be held
nextMondaythrough Wednesday,Nov.12-14. Five
w0rks have been selected from over 150 submissions from both
newer and established playwrights in an attempt to foster and
develop new scripts for the American Theatre. Each play will be
read by the playwright and discussed afterward with the audience.
The first reading will be Ohio writer Wendy MacLeod's Machines
Cry Wolf this Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in the Play House's 120-seat
Studio One Theatre. This off-beat, compassionate drama takes us
into the neo-natal intensive care unit of a large hospital where May
and Pete's newborn is
being treated for an
unidentified illness.
Tickets are available
for $5 each by calling
the CPH ticket office
at 795-7000.

lllillili.l

MCA Inc., which entered into a $200 million

pa rmership with lnterscope Records in February after
Ti me Warner seve red ties with t he label, will
manufacture
and distribute a posthumous album by slain rapper
Tupac Shakur. The collection will be thefirst gangsta ra p album
distributed by the company under terms of its lnterscope deal.
MCA has a loophole in the deal allowing it to ref use to distribute
any album by the company or its related labels that MCA deems
'objectionable.' Expectations are high for his new album, The Don
Killumlnati-The 7-Day Theory, which he recorded under the
psc:ud10n·ym MakavellL Due in stores last T
, this fifth solo

Clevelanders
will have the
opponunityto
spend an evening with Christopher
Rttvetomorrow,Friday,Nov.8when
he speaks at Cleveland Convention
Center at 7 p.m. Reeve has been a
source of inspiration to many because
of the strength of character he
displayed after suffering partial
paralysis in a horse-riding accident
last year. Tickets to the event are
available free of charge through the
JCU Student Life Office or by calling
Ticketmaster at241-5555.

Celebrities

Ill

Mel Gibson stars in Ransom, a riveting tale of a fiercely
independent business tycoon who takes matters into his
own hands when his son is kidnapped. Tom Mullen
(Gibson) is a wealthy corporate executive used to mediating tough
business deals and doing things his own way. Along with his
beautiful wife Kate (Rene Russo) and son Sean (Brawley Nolte),
Tom has all the material trappingsof success-untilSean is abducted
by desperate criminals and held for ransom. When an FBI rescue
operation fails, Tom engineers a dangerous countermeasure in a
last chance effort to bnng his boy back to safety. The film is
directed by Ron Howard who recently won the Director's Guild of
America Award for Apollo D. Ransom, produced by Touchstone
Pictures, is rated Rand opens tomorrow, Friday. Nov. 8, at theatres
everywhere. Check local listings for theaters and showtimes.

Cindy Place
From there DiCaprio performs to
Staff Reporter
the perfection that makes him one
Forget the 16th century and of the most talented and diverse
Renaissance manners. Enter the young actors in Hollywood .
Twentieth century gang war be- Dressed as a noble knight, DiCaprio
tween theCapulet and Montague brings out the valor and honor of
families whose nine millimeter Romeothatfitsthecostume. Danes
handguns replace the duels of also proves why she is a sought af, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . ter actress among directors.
Dressed as an angel, her porFlick Pick: Romeo and Juliet
trayal of Juliet captures the
Rating: 9 out of 10
~
innocence of love and youth
making the love between the
Shakespeare's time. Amidst the two more hopeful and powerful.
drugs, guns and violence of the Danes' fresh approach makes the
1990s is the traditional language audience wish for one brief moo£ Shakespeare.
mentthat the movie would end difThe story begins via the six ferently.
o'clock news on a solitary televiGood has always been opposed
sion set. Through a barrage of by evil and no character is more
media clips similar to riot and vindictive than Tybalt (John
warfootagefromlosAngelesand Leguizamo). Known more as a coBosnia, director Baz Luhrman medic actor, Leguizamo proves
presents the hatred between the without a doubt that he can pertwo powerful families and the formShakespeare. Thecoollookof
timeless love story that is Romeo murder in Leguizamo's eyes and
and juliet.
twitchingjaw brings the audience
The star-crossed lovers are no into a more intimate hatred that
longer from Verona, £taly, but in- seems to possess his soul. Approstead live in fair Verona Beach, priately dressed as a devil,
California. Fulgencio Capulet Leguizamo uses thecostumetodis(PaulSorvino)and Ted Montague play his evil personality.
Baz Luhrman does not forget
(Brian Dennehy) are both business moguls who rival in every- that despite life's tragedies there is
thing that can be controlled. The still laughter.
Not many
doomed RomeoandJuliet,as the Shakespearean scholars may find
story goes, take control of their humor in Romeo and Juliet's bleak
owndestiniesandfindeachother. love but Luhrman seems to know
As juliet says, "My only love, that whoever can cry can also
sprung from my only hate."
laugh. DiCaprio and Danes'perforMoviegoers familiar with the mances together prove the happiplayarecursed by
what ness of innocent, first love.

'--------------..J

pulls it off. Romeo (Leonardo
DiCaprio) attends tbe Capulets'
masked ball not drunk as in the
original play but high on drugs.
Through the eyes of a tripping
Romeo, the party is a whirlwind
of theatrics.
Fate looks down on Verona
when Romeo and Juliet (Claire
Danes) lock eyes through an
aquarium and fall in love. The
tragedy unfolds to bring an intense performance from the
multi-talented actors. DiCaprio's
performance, to say the least, was
convincing and brings much to
the overall intensity of the film.

Luhrman adds a further touch to
the funny side by using a gospel
rendition of Prince's "When Doves
Cry" sung by a choirboy ensemble
and soloist. Those that know
Shakespeare's history will appreciate the Globe Theatre Pool Hall
and references to other works and
people from the playwright's time.
Romeo a ndJ uliet will leave your
eyes locked to the screen and your
mind reeling with the action.
Where you do not cry, you either
laugh or hate along with the characters. Shakespeare has never been
this accessible in understandability and so moving emotional! y.

Rslsom: Gibson and Russo are parents >M'lose son is kidnapped
in new film opening tomorrow, Nov. s_

Coming Attrartions were compiled by Sam Subity. Artwork by
]ef[Knei !e. Dates and times are subject to change.

"Phish is a cross between East
Coast roc k-a-suey and rock don key dunkel," says Phish guitarist
Trey Anastasio. The band that has
escapeddefinition,even by its own
members, has eluded all attempts
at description . Ph ish's albums are
an eclectic collect ion of music,covering the gamut of styles.
Billy Breathes signifies a departure from the typical Phish studio
performance. Gone are the extended improv solos that elicited
comparisons of this Burlington,
VT band to the Grateful Dead. Instead of the typical three or four
solos per song, each track on! y averages about one or two. Phishpurists may be disappointed to
find a cleaner, more controlled
sound in this album. A song like
"Free" with its straight rock beat
and catchy refrain " I feel f reeee..."
may be destined to be, dare 1say it,
a "radio" song.
Not absent is Phish's willingness to experiment. The song
"Steep," which is by far the most
unusual one on the album, starts
off with a jazz piano intro and
moves into a short round of backtracked vocals until eventually
moving into a section of studio
effects reminiscent of Pink Floyd's

Dark Side of the Moon.
Songs like "Waste" with its pastoral sound and lyrics "Come
waste your time with me," make
this CD (as all Phish albums are)
the perfect one to lay back and
relax to.
-David 'Sauce' Gaus
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Night steals the night at JCU

)onAtta

Writers Harvest Wideman delivers a reading from his new book.

Harvest helps feed hungry
Marla Trlvlsonno
Assistant Features Editor

J<nSmy

Twelfth Night: Marty Hoehler and Christine Castro in .JCU play continuing tonight through Sunday.

Trlsh Vlale_ __ _ __
Staff Reporter

Drinking, disguises, practical
jokes-what better way to spend
Halloween weekend, especially
with your parents? The staging of
Shakespeare's Twelfth Night ,put on
by John Carroll University's communication department and directed by Karen Gygli, is a success.
The setting is unique for this
production. It takes place in the
utter chaos of the French Riviera
in 1939 just before the Second
World War. As Hitler was invading, the last of the aristocratic British tourists, such as the Duke and
Duchess of Windsor, were exiting.
The play too is one of complete
turmoil. After a shipwreck separates twins Viola (played by Anne
Ordway) and Sebastian (Steve
Beaudry), they both believe that
theotheris dead. Violae ndsup in
lllyria and disguises herself as a
male servant to be closer to the
manwhomsheloves, DukeOrsino
(Joe Kilbane). At Orsino's bidding,
~esario (really Viola dressed as a
man) attempts to match him with
Olivia (Christine Castro). Olivia,
however, is dreaming about living
happily ever after with Cesario.
Meanwhile , Malvolio (Brian
Bossick), Olivia's right hand man,
is duped by the rest of Olivia's crew
into believing that the fair lady
loves him. Bossick's portrayal of
Malvolio is fantastic. He displays
the torture of being accused of insanity perfectly from his actions
to his facial expressions. There is

Do you
have an
opinion
about
anything at
JCU?

no real way for his character to made in heaven.
The play is topped off with a
escape the label of "cuckoo" because he is being pranked andes- melody by Feste. As the refrain
pecially since he is held captive states: "for the rain it raineth everyday" The weather for the
in a straight jacket.
The fool Feste(Marty Hoehler) month of October surely has comisperhapsthemostintriguingand plied with this statement but so
entertaining part of the produc- does life in general, suggests Feste.
tion. Not only are his bits of fool- lf something can go wrong, it will.
ish-but-wise nonsenseattention- Life is a mini-tragedy in itself.
getting, but the different sources However, as Chris Roark of JCU's
of entertainment he uses English department remarks, "Yet
throughout are
the song ends
by reminding
also something to 'P
keep the viewers I 'he play In Its
us we can eswanting more. He
cape
such
is a ventriloquist, entirety Is a great thoughts and
return to the
a singer, a juggler
theater where
and above all the
actors 'strive
fool. This role
to please you
seems to be the creativity and
everyday.m
most delightful
The play in
because it is escape from "life."
iron ic.
its entirety is
Though feste isconsidered the a great presentation ol creativity
fool, he is the one aware of all the and escape from "life." The scenothers' stupidity. "This fellow is ery is beautiful with a splendor of
wise enough to play the fool," bright colors. My personal favorViola states. Explained by the fool ite is the fountain in the middle of
himself: 'Sometimes it is better to thestagethatdividesOrsino'sland
be the fool because then people from Olivia's. The costumes deare honest in saying that you are a pict the era terrifically. The bow
fooL'
ties and suits for the males make
The play continues on to see the time frame more easily recogthe twins reunited after a confus- nizable, as do the dresses and hair
ingepisodewhere Sebastian mar- styles of the ladies. The actors and
ries Olivia who believes she has actresses as well come together as
a!ready wedded Viola/ Cesario. a team to convey their personal
When Orsino discovers the truth creativity. Gygli receives a thumbs
about Viola/Cesario he eventu- up in my book for a successful and
ally falls for her. All live happily unique production of Twelfth
ever after w ith their matches Night.
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25¢ SHOTs WHEN fAVORITE TEAM scoRES A roucHdowNI
Sl

off ON ANY pHTA dtrotN£R All wr£k loNGI

Get tickets now for THE DESTROYERS Dec 6!
KISS tribute band from Toronto
$6 in advance, $8 at door

Listeners filled the neat rows
of chairs, the floor and the window ledges in the Jardine Room
last Wednesday evening. About
250 pairs of eyes intently focused
on the podium. There stood the
two-time PEN/ Faulkner Award
winning author John Edgar
Wideman reading from hts new
novel, The Cattle Killing. "All of
us, black and white, equally marooned by poverty," he said, peering over his glasses.
That statement was appropriate for the 'Writers Harvest' gathering. The Harvest is a reading,

sponsored nationally by Share
Our Strength , in which 100 percent of the proceeds go directly to
local hunger centers. The money
raised from the John Carroll University event was donated to the
Cleveland Food Bank.
The Cattle Killing is the story
of a young, black itinerant
preacher living in Philadelphia
during the yellow fever epidemic
of l793. The plague had been in
part unjustly blamed on blacks
and Hispanics. Wideman said
thathewasinspired to write about
this "irony of the American experience" ever since he read an account of the plague in 1968.
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Wednesday. Nov. 13. 1996
Bruening Hall. Room 43
4:00-5:30 p .m.

-learn how to navigate Netscape
-learn about Bookmarks
-Find out about popular websites
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Soccer hosts OAC tournament

Matt Rayt

Sports Reporter

·-

ThejCUmen'ssoccer team will
have the home-field advantage in
the semifinal match up with conference rival Heidelberg in this
year's OAC tournament.
The Streaks are looking toredeem themselves after a heartbreaking loss to the Student
Pnnces in last year's rournament.
Playing to a scoreless tie after 120
minutes, Heidelberg eventually
advanced to the championship
game by defeating the Streaks, 43, in a penalty kick shootout.
Sophomore forward Jon Bowman isespeciallylookingforward
toasecondchance. He missed his
penalty shot last year and has several thoughts on this year's game.
"Ourgamesagainst Heidelberg
are very imense and part of an
unfriendly rivalry;" said Bowman.
"Everybody knows who they're
lining up against, creating some
interesting individual battles."
One motivation for JCU to play
well in the postseason is the outcome of lastSaturday'sregularseason finale, in which the Streaks
were shutout by Rio Grande Uni-

V-ball wins
Streaks· reach OAC semifinals
regular season with a 25-8 record
Sports Reporter
17-2 OACI, they needastrongshowPlaying for its first Ohio Ath- ing in the OAC tournament toreletic Conference tournament title turn to the Division lii tournasince 1993 and a fourth straight ment, where they advanced tot he
Elite Eight each
NCAA Diviof the past two
sion lil tourseasons.
nament invijCU tuned up
tation, the
for their first
john Carroll
round opponent,
volleyball
the Marietta Pioteam has beneers, by sweepgun their
ing Wooster Satpostseason
urday,l5-2,l5-l0,
schedule
with some15-5.
After beginthing
10
ningtheirseason
prove.
If
Heading
8-6, the Streaks
i n t o
have won 17 of
Katy Perrone their
Tuesday's
last 19
games,
with
first round
playoff action, the Streaks are 6-4 their only losses coming against
in tournament play since joining OAC foes Ohio Northern and
the OAC in 1989. That record in- Muskingum.
Facing off against the Pioneers
cludes a 1993 victory over Ohio
Northern in the OAC finals.
Tuesday, the Streaks were faced
While the Streaks finished the with the unenviable task of shutting down two of the conference's
best hitters as Pioneer seniors
Angie Miller and Lee Ann Shoemaker came intotheShulaSports
Center looking to lead Marietta to
an upset.
The Pioneers fell short in their
upset bid, however,. as the Blue
Streaks rolled to a 15-7, 15-8, 15-8
victory. The Streaks defense did a
fabulous job shutting down the
Pioneer offense. Led by senior
midd le hitter Elizabeth Black and
sophomore middle hitter Molly
as it

Kevin Bachman

)onAuea

Sophomore Jon Bowman dribbles upfield during recent practice
as Freshman Christian Garofalo looks on.
versit y, 6-0.
With the score 2-0 at halftime
it appeared that JCU could play
with the more talented opponent,
despite the fact that half of Rio
Grande's roster consisted of foreign players. However, an early
second ha1f goa I followed by three
more scores in a span of 20 minutes put the game out of reach.
"We played a good game with a
lot of intensity," said Brosnahan.
They were just too strong of an

opponent. We couldn't do what
we wanted because they were so
talented. After the third goal, we
lost some motivation and that hun

us."
With a win Wednesday, the
Streaks would adva nee to the conference title game Saturday
against the winner of the Mount
Union-Hiram semifinal match.
The game will be played at the
home filed of the highest remaining seed.

"Mentally, we are
prepared and we
have been playing
much better over
the past two
weeks.

"Getting Out From
Under
the Bushel Basket:
Letting the Light
ot the Laity Shine"
The 1996 Aoyd L. Begin Law Lecture
Presented by

BarL.r& Anne Cusack, J.C.D.
Chancellor, Archdiocese of Milwaukee
AU dw Chri3tian faithful are called 10 be both wilne~s and
instruments of/he Chiii'Ch '!I mwion. Dr. C IUaCk will reflect on /he
manner in which theology and canon law :n~pportlhe rightful place of
lhe laity in /he Church and the world. A spc;;ial emphasi.< will be
given 10 lhe rok which /he laity have in /he .social and political
arena!l. The need 10 d~lop a spiriiUality which is appropriate 10 lay
pusoru will also be explored.

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 11,1996
7:30P.M.
JARDINE ROOM
D.J. LOMBARDO STUDENT CENTER
Free
Reception to follow
.....···--···. ·-....... -..................................................... .......... ·- ..........
Sponsored by The Tnbunal of the D•ocese of Cleveland
in conJuncbon IM1h john Carroll Unive~lty

The Skius' Edge invites all JCU students-to.come
and visit your neighborhooa's newest s.ki specialty
shop. Present your jCU I.D. for 10% off any
purchase during November.

*3<Y!1)off any in-line·skates or accessories

*Special JCU prices on all Oak~ey su.nglasses
K2*Head*Tyrolia*Marker*Solstice*Columbia*Oakley
Chums*Wigwam*Switch*Hyper*~lpina*Vans*Atom ic
3471 Fairmount 61vd.
Cleveland He.i~, Ohio 44Us(216)~71-6900

5 minutes from ccrtrpw

Pioneers' offensive attack right out
of the game.
junior outside hitter Lori Hammer said the team worked on a
couple of things in practice to prepare for the game.
"We have been foc using on
!blocking]," Hammer said. "Coach
says it starts up front and works its
way back."
With the win, the Streaks will
take on Ohio Northern Friday afternoon at Capital University in
Columbus. These two teams have
met in the conference finals each
of the last three years. The last time
thesetwoteamsmet,ONUwalked
away with a five game win in the
Shula Sports Center. The Polar
Bears enter the playoffs as the
number two seed with their only
conference loss coming at the
hands of Capital, whomJCU beat
twice this season.
Senior outside hitter Katy
Perrone said theStreaksarefocusing on the game in front of them
but they know they need to do
well if they want to make the
NCAA tournament
"Mentally, we are prepared and
we have been playing much better
over the past two weeks. Right
now, weare not looking ahead but
it is in the back of our minds,
knowing that we have to do well."
The Streaks are playing with·
out starting outside hitter Nicole
Petterson who injured her back
last week against Hiram.
Sophomore Amy Bakos and
senior Stacy Bongini will step into
the lineup. Coach Gretchen
Weitbrechtsaid the team will not
have any problems adjusting.
"We've got three or four players
who can step in and give us some
very positive play," Weitbrecht
said. "The team concept comes into
play, as it has all season long."
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Football hammers Heidelberg
Streaks win in snowstorm, host Hiram Saturday
Brian Murphy
Sports Reporter

TheJoh n Carroll football team,
ranked tenth nationally in Division Ill, mauled Heidelberg, 64-7,
Saturday at Wasmer Field amidst
weather conditions epitomizmg
Northeast Ohio football.
A brisk wind swept across the
field while a snowstorm began
early in the morning and continued on during the game. Coach
Tony DeCarlo, who called the
weather conditions the worst he
had seen in his lO years at JCU ,
admitted to having some pregame concerns about the weather.
"But once we got going and
gained confidence [playing! in the
snow," said DeCarlo, "we got some
momentum."
Providing much of the momentum was senior running back
Carmen Ilacqua who had one of
the most memorable days inJCU
football history. He racked up 369
all-purpose yardsagainst helpless
Heidelberg defenders, rushing for
a career high 183 yards on 21 carries and two touchdowns, catching seven passes for 85 yards, and
returning four punts for 73 yards
and one kickoff for 28 yards.
He did all that despite horrendous weather conditions and a
torn anterior cruciate ligament.
"You don't expect that kind of
performance from anyone, let
alone a guy w'i th an injury,"
DeCarlo said of llacqua. "I can't
say enough positive things about
him."
The weather conditions actually made llacqua reminisce a
little bit.
" lt really was kind of

no_s t~lg~

for me," said llacqua who played
in similar conditions while in the
state playoffs at Lake Catholic. "It
reminded me of high school."
Sophomore quarterback Nick
Caserio probably has a board
counting down the days until next
year's game against Heidelberg.
Caserio, who set several school
passing records in last year's victory over Heidelberg, again
torc hed the Student Prince defense , this time completing 19 of
27 passes for 201 yards , three
touchdowns and no interceptions.
Senior Dave Davis, who had four
receptions for 48 yards,ca ugh t two
of Case rio's touchdown passes and

................
-·····,.....
............
-
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sophomore Dean Reidy hauled in
the third.
Comingintotheseason the biggest question facing Caserio was
his propensity to throw the interception. Last year, he threw l4
interceptions to go along with l4
touchdowns. Butthisyear,Caserio
has been more efficient, throwing
18 touchdown passes and only
three interceptions.
Also scoring for the Streaks
were senior Rob Farley on a first
quarter plunge and sophomore
backups Ryan Cavanaugh, Mike
Ten Brink, and jerry Schuplinski,
all on fourth quarter scampers.
ThejCU offense amassed a total of 529yards,328of which came
via the ground game. The offense
controlled the ball for nine more
minutes than the Student Princes
and senior Don Caserta punted
only once. Both Ilacqua and
Caseriocredited the offensive line
for the dominance.
John Carroll (7-1, 6-1 OAC),
which came into the game with
the OAC's top-ranked defense,
held Heidelberg (3-5, 2-5 OAC) to
min us-three yards rushing. Senior

defensive end Scott O'Donnell led
the charge with 14 tacklesand ftve
sacks. Senior linebackers London
Fletcher and Chris Anderson
added 12 and 10 stops respective! y.
Anderson also recovered a fumble
caused by Fletcher, and junior
strong safety jack Marinelli had
an interception, his third in the
past two games.
"We knew they'd come in running the ball," Anderson said of
Heidelberg, which entered the
game having rushed on 68%of its
offensive plays. "I don't think any
team's going to beat us running
the ball."
Thedefensecameintothegame
looking for its fifth shutout of the
season which would tie a school
record. Heidelberg thwarted that
attempt in the fourth quarter
when backup quarterback Scott
Perhacs hooked up with junior
wide receiver Ryan Pifer on a 73yard touchdown pass. Pifer finished the game with eight receptions for 197 yards.
Senior defensive end Ryan
Carter, who had eight tackles, said
the defense was disappointed that

Senior Carmen llacqua heads upfield en route to gaining 183
rushing yards in Saturday's 64-7 win over Heidelberg.
it could not complete the shutout.
'You always want the shutout,' he
said. 'But you take it in stride.
Sometimes things happen.'
Saturday JCU will take on

Hiram at 1:30 p.m. in the final
home game of the year at Wasmer
Field. The Streaks have beaten the
Terriers seven consecutive times,
including a 33-7 decision last year.

Cross Country to run in Great Lakes regional
Stephanie Fox
This weekend the men's and
women'scrosscountryteamswill
travel to Otterbein to compete in
the NCAA Division Ill Great Lakes
Regional Championship.
There are 24 teams competing
in this event andonlythe top three

far. This is an important meet,
because you see where you place
in the region."
"I am looking forward to this
weekend,"VanDresssaid."Wehave
been training hard, so I hope we
can end theseasononagood note."
Both teams have been improving all season despite injuries and

ticipate good things forthis weekend."
"This weekend will serve two
purposes forourteam," said men's
coach Don Stu pica. "It will allow
us to improve performance-wise
in time format, and it will give the
younger runners the exposure of
competing in a championship

teams advan c e to the NCAA

lack of numbers.

championship, so both teams ha~
their work cut out for them.
Last year the women's team
placed 14th at this event and the
men placed 22nd. The women's
team was led by senior Amy
Fenske while the men's squad was
led by sophomore james Van Dress.
The 1995 regional event was
dampened by a terrible snowstorm and most of the runners
were just glad to finish the race
But this year the forecast looks
bright and the Blue Streak runners are ready for the event.
"[The NCAAslare the culmination of our season," Fenske said.
"We're happy to have made it this

event .

team a\lseason and hopes to con-

"The team's attitude is excellent," said women's coach Kathy
Lanese. "Werosetotheoccasionat
the conference meet and we've had
a great week of practice, so I an-

The cross country teams wtll
be looking to the leadership and
experience of Fenske and
VanDress, but there are many
strong runners to support them.

tinue 1s success on rurday He
has the support of freshman Nick
Sellers,junior Mike Garbera, freshman Jon Hoellein, and seniors
Chris Hedrick and Brian Racciato.

Sports Reporter

ONE COURSE THAT COULD CHANGE
THE COURSE OF YOUR LIFE.
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Look forward to the future with
confidence. Enroll in Army ROTC,
an elective that's different from any
other college course. Army ROTC
offers hands-on training. Training
that gives you experience and
help• buildconfidence,cha<-

MCAT, LSAT AND GMAT Classes are
starting In November. Don't Compete
With a Kaplan student, BE ONE.
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Freshman Debbie Pagano will
be a favorite for the women's team,
having led the squad in every meet
this season. And there are other
strong runners to step up such as
junior Penny Roxas, sophomore
Julie Thorud, and freshmen Molly
Mayer and Mary Hayworth.
VanDress has led the men's

acter and management akills. All
the credentials employers look
for. ROTC is open to freshmen and
sophomores without obligation
and requires ab?ut five hours
per week. It w1ll put your life
on a whole new

m

co=•·
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ARMYROTt

I

TBE SMIImST aJLLEGE aJU'RSE YOU CAI'IUE
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For details, visit 2nd Floor of the RecPlex or call

397-4421
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Soccer hosts OAC tournament

Matt Rayl

Sports Reporter

ThejCU men 'ssoccerteam will
have the home-field advantage in
the semifinal match up with conference rival Heidelberg in this
year's OAC tournament.
The Streaks are looking toredeem themselves after a heartbreaking loss w the Student
Princes in last year's tournament.
Playing to a scoreless tie after 120
minutes, Heidelberg eventually
advanced to the championship
game by defeating the Streaks, 43, in a penalty kick shootout.
Sophomore forward jon Bowman is especially lookingforward
to a second chance. He missed his
penalty shot last year and has several thoughts on this year's game.
"Our games against Heidelberg
are very intense and part of an
unfriendly rivalry,"said Bowman.
"Everybody knows who they're
lining up against, creating some
interesting individual battles."
One motivation for jCU to play
well in the postseason is the outcome of last Saturday's regularseason finale, in which the Streaks
were shutout by Rio Grande Uni-

V-ball wins
Streaks reach OAC semifinals
regular season with a 25-8 record
I7-20AC],theyneedastrongshowSports Reporter
Playing for its first Ohio Ath- ing in the OAC tournament toreletic Conference tournament title turn to the Division III tournasince 1993 and a fourth straight ment, where they advanced to the
Elite Eight each
NCAA Diviof the past two
sion Ill tourseasons.
nament inviJCU tuned up
ta tion , the
for their first
john Carroll
round opponent,
volleyball
the Marietta Pioteam has beneers, by sweepgun their
ing Wooster Sat·
postseason
urday, 15-2,15-10,
schedule
15-5.
with someAfter beginthing
to
ningtheirseason
prove.
Heading
8-6, the Streaks
have won 17 of
i n t o
Katy Perrone their last 19
Tuesday's
games,
with
first round - - - - - - - - - - - playoff action, the Streaks are 6-4 their only losses coming against
in tournament play since joining OAC foes Ohio Northern and
the OAC in 1989. That record in- Muskingum.
cludes a 1993 victory over Ohio
Facing off against the Pioneers
Tuesday, the Streaks were faced
Northern in the OAC finals.
While the Streaks finished the with the unenviable task of shut·
ring down two of the conference's
best hitters as Pioneer seniors
Angie Miller and lee Ann Shoemaker came intotheShula Sports
Center looking to lead Marietta to
an upset.
The Pioneers fell short in their
upset bid, however, as the Blue
Streaks rolled to a 15-7, 15-8, 15-8
victory. The Streaks defense did a
fabulous job shutting down the
Pioneer offense. led by senior
middle hitter Elizabeth Black and
middle hitter Molly

Kevin Bactvnan

joo~-

Sophomore Jon Bowman dribbles upfield during recent practice
as Freshman Christian Garofalo looks on.
versity, 6-0.
With the score 2·0 at halftime
it appeared that JCU could play
with the more talented opponent,
despite the fact that half of Rio
Grande's roster consisted of foreign players. However, an early
second half goal followed by three
more scores in a span of 20 minutes put the game out of reach.
"We playedagoodgame with a
lot of intensity," said Brosnahan.
They were just too strong of an

opponent. We couldn't do what
we wanted because they were so
talented. After the third goal, we
lost some motivation and that hurt
us."
With a win Wednesday, the
Streakswouldadvancetotheconference title game Saturday
against the winner of the Mount
Union-Hiram semifinal match.
The game will be played at the
home filed of the highest remaining seed.

''Mentally, we are
prepared and we
have been playing
much better over
the past two
weeks.,
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Gettlng Out From
Under
the Bushel Basket:
Letting the Light
ot the Laity Shine"
'

The 1996 Floyd L. Begin Law Lecture
Preacntcd by

Barbara Anne Cu&AcL:, J.C.D.
Chancellor, Archdiocese of Milwaukee
All 1M Christian fairhfol an called to ~ both witne.s.ses and
in.rtrummls of rhe Church 's mission. Dr. Cusack will reflect on rhe
rrwnner in which rheology and canon law .rt~pport rhe rightful place of
rhe laity in rhe Clutrch and rhe world. A special emphasis will be
giwn to rhe role which rhe laity have in rhe social and political
arenas. The need to develop a spirituality which i.s appropriate to lay
p:rson.s will also be exelored.

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 1996
7:30PM.
JARDINE ROOM
D.J. LOMBARDO STUDENT CENTER
Free
Reception to follow
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Sponsored by The T nbunal of the Dtocese of Cleveland

in conjunction wrth john Carroll Unoversity

The Skius' Edge invites all JCU students to come
and visit your neighborhooa's newest s.ki specialty
shop. Present ycur jCU I.D. for 10% off any
purchase during November.

*30%off any in-line skates or accessories
*Special JCU prices on all Oaktey:su_nglasses
K2*Head*'.f"yrolia*Mamr*Solstice*Columbia*Oakley
Chums*Wigwam*Switch.,ttyper*Aipina*Vans*Atomic

3471 Fairmount 61vd,
Cleveland He.ights, Ohio 44118
(216).3 71-6900
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Football hammers Heidelberg
Streaks win in snowstorm, host- Hiram Saturday
Brian Murphy
Sports Reporter

The john Carroll football team,
ranked tenth nationally in Division lll, mauled Heidelberg, 64-7,
Saturday at Wasmer Field amidst
weather conditions epitomizing
Northeast Ohio football.
A br isk wind swept across the
field while a snowstorm began
early in the morning and continued on during the game. Coach
Tony DeCarlo, who called the
weather conditions the worst he
had seen in his 10 years at JCU,
admitted to having some pregameconcernsabout the weather.
"But once we got going and
gained confidence !playing] in the
snow," said DeCarlo, "we got some
momentum."
Providingmuchof the momentum was senior running back
Carmen llacqua who had one of
the most memorable days inJCU
football history. He racked up 369
all-purpose yardsagainst helpless
Heidelberg defenders, rushing for
a career high 183 yards on 2l carries and two touchdowns, catching seven passes for 85 yards, and
returning four punts for 73 ya rds
and one kickoff for 28 yards.
He did all that despite horrendous weather conditions and a
torn anterior cruciate ligament.
"You don't expect that kind of
performance from anyone, let
alone a guy with an injury,"
DeCarlo said of llacqua. "I can't
say enough positive things about
him."
The weather conditions actu·
ally made Ilacqua reminisce a
little bit
"lt really v..rus kind o f

Pioneers' offensive attack righ t out
of the game.
Junioroutsidehitter Lori Hammer said the team worked on a
couple of things in practice to prepare for the game.
"We have been focusing on
[blockingl,"Hammersaid. "Coach
saysitstartsupfrontand works its
way back"
With the win, the Streaks will
take on Ohio Northern Friday afternoon at Capital University in
Columbus. These two teams have
met in the conference finals each
of the last three years. The last time
thesetwoteamsmet,ONUwalked
away with a five game win in the
Shula Sports Center. The Polar
Bears enter the playoffs as the
number two seed with their only
conference loss coming at the
hands of Capital, whomJCU beat
twice this season.
Senior outside hitter Katy
Perrone said the Streaks are focusing on the game in front of them
but they know they need to do
well if they want to make the
NCAA tournament.
"Mentally, we are prepared and
we have been playing much better
over the past two weeks. Right
now, weare not looking ahead but
it is in the back of our minds,
knowing that we have to do well."
The Streaks are playing without starting outside hitter Nicole
Petterson who injured her back
last week against Hiram .
Sophomore Amy Bakos and
senior Stacy Bongi ni will step into
the ltneup. Coach Gretchen
Wenbrecht said th e team will not
have any problems adjusting.
"We've got three or four players
who can step in and give us some
very positive play," Weitbrecht
sa1d. "The team concept comes into
play, as it has a II season long."
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for me ," said Ilacqua who played
in similar conditions while in the
state playoffs at lake Catholic. "It
reminded me of high school."
Sophomore quarterback Nick
Caserio probably has a board
counting down the days until next
year's game against Heidelberg.
Caserio, who set several school
passing records in last year's victory over Heidelberg, again
torc hed the Student Prince defense, this time completing l9 of
27 passes for 201 yards, three
touchdowns and no interceptions.
Senior Dave Davis, who had four
receptions for 48 yards, caught two
of Caserio's touchdown passes and

sophomore Dean Reidy hauled in
the thi rd.
Comingintotheseason the biggest question facing Caserio was
his propensity to throw the interception. last year, he threw 14
Interceptions to go along with 14
touchdowns. But this year,Caserio
has been more efficient, throwing
18 touchdown passes and only
three interceptions.
A!so scoring for the Streaks
were senior Rob Farley on a first
quarter plunge and sophomore
back ups Ryan Cavanaugh, Mike
Ten Brink, and jerry Schuplinski,
all on fourth quarter scampers.
ThejCU offense amassed a total of 529yards,328of which came
via the ground game. The offense
controlled the ball for nine more
minutes than the Student Princes
and senior Don Caserta punted
only once. Both Jlacqua and
Case rio credited the offensive line
for the dominance.
John Carroll (7-1, 6-1 OAC),
which came into the game with
the OAC's top-ranked defense,
held Heidelberg (3-5, 2-5 OAC) to
minus-threeyardsrushing. Senior

Stephanie Fox
This weekend the men's and
women's cross country teams will
travel to Otterbein to compete in
the NCAA Division lllGreatlakes
Regional Championship.
There are 24 teams competing
in thiseventandonlythe top three

far. This is an important meet,
because you see where you place
in the region."
"I am looking forward to this
weekend,"VanDresssaid. "We have
been training hard, so I hope we
can end theseasononagood note."
Both teams have been improving all season despite injuries and

t ea m s adva n ce to the NCAA

lack of numbers.

championship, so both teamsha~
their work cut out for them.
Last year the women's team
placed 14th at this event and the
men placed 22nd. The women's
team was led by senior Amy
Fenske while the men's squad was
led bysophomore]ames Van Dress.
The 1995 regional event was
dampened by a terrible snowstorm and most of the runners
were just glad to finish the race.
But this year the forecast looks
bright and the Blue Streak runners are ready for the event.
"[The NCAAs]are theculmination of our season," Fenske said.
"We're happy to have made it this

"The team's attitude is excellent," said women's coach Kathy
Lanese. "Werosetotheoccasionat
the conference meet and we've had
a great week of practice, so I an-

Sports Reporter

it could not complete the shutout.
'You always want the shutout,' he
said. 'But you take it in stride.
Sometimes things happen .'
Saturday jCU will take on

Hiram at 1:30 p.m. in the final
home game of the year at Wasmer
Field. The Streaks have beaten the
Terriers seven consecutive times,
including a 33-7 decision last year.
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MCAT, LSAT AND GMAT Classes are

starting In November. Don't Compete
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student, BE ONE.
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ticipategood things forth is weekend."
"This weekend will serve two
purposes for our team," said men's
coach Don Stupica. "It will allow
us to improve performance-wise
in time format, and it will give the
younger runners the exposure of
competing in a championship

Freshman Debbie Pagano will
be a favorite fort he women's team,
having led the squad in every meet
this season. And there are Q[her
strong runners to step up such as
junior Penny Roxas, sophomore
Julie Thorud, and freshmen Molly
Mayer and Mary Hayworth.
VanDress has led the men's
event."
team a\l season and hopes to conThe cross country teams
tinUe 1s success on turday. He
be looking to the leadership and has the support off reshman Nick
experience of Fenske and Scllers,junior MikeGarbera, freshVanDress, but there are many man Jon Hoellein, and seniors
strong runners to support them.
Chris Hedrick and Brian Racciato.

-

ONE COURSE THAT COULD CHANGE
TilE COURSE OF YOUR LIFE.
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With a Kaplan

Senior Cannen llacqua heads upfield en route to gaining 183
rushing yards in Saturday's 64-7 win over Heidelberg.

Cross Country to run in Great Lakes regional

..............
..............

,._ n t,

defensive end Scott O'Donnell led
thechargewithl4 tacklesand five
sacks. Senior linebackers london
Fletcher and Chris Anderson
added l2and lOstopsrespectively.
Anderson also recovered a fumble
caused by Fletcher, and junior
strong safety jack Marinelli had
an interception, his third in the
past two games.
"We knew they'd come in running the ball," Anderson said of
Heidelberg, which entered the
game having rushed on 68% of its
offensive plays. "I don't think any
team 's going to beat us running
the ball."
Thedefensecameintothegame
looking for its fifth shutout of the
season which would tie a school
record . Heidelberg thwarted that
attempt in the fourth quarter
when backup quarterback Scott
Perhacs hooked up with junior
wide receiver Ryan Pifer on a 73yard touchdown pass. Pifer finished the game with eight receptions for 197 yards.
Senior defensive end Ryan
Carter, who had eight tackles, said
thedefensewasdisappointed that

...
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Look forward to the future with
confidence. Enroll in Army ROTC,
an elective that's different from any
other college course. Army ROTC
offers hands-on training. Training
that gives you experience and

acter and management skills. All
the credentials employers look
for . ROTC is open to freshmen and
sophomores without obligation
and requires about five ho~rs
per week. It wlll put your hfe
helpo build conndence, cW-~ on a whole new 00"""·

ARMY ROTC
TBE SIIIKJ'EST COLLEGE COURSE 'IOU W 1I.IE

1·111·11P·TEIT
~

For details, visit 2nd Floor of the RecPlex or call

397-4421
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So, hmv was your weekend? Were you busy? Your Student
Union certainly was. Perhaps, preoccupied by deadlines and
textbooks, you haven't heard about it yet.
Once upon a time, specifically last spring, there was a
petition that called for an election of a house of representatives
from the student body for the purpose of delegating the
annual budget to student activit ies. After nearly three years of
prior debate, revision, and more debate, this House of Representatives referendum, more popularly, and inaccurately,
known as the S.A.B.B., was to be voted into action or oblivion
by the student body this past Monday and Tuesday. Signs
were posted (some of them illegally), ballots were printed, and
things in general looked good to go when the SU judicial Board
suddenly raised its voice.
Being that the House referendum had been approved for
It's easy to direct blame at others when
about the Miramar situation are also
student vote last spring, the judicial Board wondered if that
there is something wrong, but it takes
being directed towards city hall. This can
vote needed to be held to last year's voting requirements. and
be seen by increased student attendance
not those new, improved requirements the SU voted into effect strength to admit that there is a problem
and to take measures to fix it. It's time that
at city hall meetings. But is that where
this past month, which cut the number of required voters in a
the university realize that parking is the
the concern should be directed, or should
valid election in from 50% to 25%, and generally made any
problem
that
just
won't
go
away
until
it's
we
be telling the university that the
referendum much easier to pass. The judicial Board made their
fixed.
bigger concern is the
decision. The election had to be held under the old, moreParking in the lots
inability to find parkdiff ic ult -to-pass voting requirements. The SU suddenly found
on campus has been a
ing spaces on campus.
itsel f facing an uncomfortable margin of uncertainty. But
nightmare for the past
Joe
Isn't it about time for
troubled times were just beginning.
few years, with the lots
Wholley
the university to make
Quite inexplicably, that springtime House referendum up
filled to capacity
Assistant
a clear effort to find
INS Editor
a nd d isappeared. Not a trace of that original proposal, or the
almost every day.
ways to a ll ow stu d ents
With parking permits
to park on campus?
nea rl y 800 signa tures au ac hed to it, could be found . So there
Forget Miramar.
the universit y stood , poised on the precipice of an election day, costing more than ever,
a
nd
the
crowded
How
about a parking
with there was no more issue on which to vote. And the cl ock
parkin
g
lot
offe~i~g
Commentary
garage
or uncferground
was ticking.
few
open
spots,
It
s
not
parking
lot to help
W ith such a seemingly impossible deadline looming on the
a mystery why people are getting so fed up
solve our problem? Why not try to get
horizon , some might simply shrug their shoulders, throw in
with the whoie situation. And irthat
· the cars off the streets and on campus?
the towel, and spend the rest of the night before the T.V., beer
wasn't trouble enough, city council memHow about creating enough parking spots
in hand. But not the SU. Without calling an emergency
bers have recently been expressing their
so that even freshmen would have the
meeting, without even alerting most of the student representa- concerns about the con estion, air llution abilit to have a car on cam us? Sure, it
.
.

It's more than just Miramar

1v
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HITS & misses
HIT: The mammoth balloon spider dangling
from the Atrium ceiling, and the amazing fact
that nobody put a slingshot to it. Anyone got
eight hundred gallons of Black Flag? m I s s:
The SU neglecting to vary the ''yes" and "no"
order on their House referendum ballots, thus
garnering the support of the '1 always circle
the first thing I see" vote. HIT: Even with the
first dismal snowfall of the season, Parent's
Weekend was fun for all. m I s s: As the
parents departed, so did the pink tablecloths
and blue-and-yellow Bohemian room lights.

Kamal Kharrazl
Washington Post
Notwithstanding all mediation efforts
in Afghanistan in the past few weeks, the
situation has taken a rurnfor the worse. The
peculiar relationship of the United States
and Iran, among other considerations, has
had an unsettling impact on Afghan istan
since the civil war began in 1992.

attempt to isolate and contain Iran at all
costs. . .
Th1s .Is the ~trateg1c scheme of American foreign pohcymanagers: If a semblance
of securuy can be maintained in Afghanistan,.rhen the proposition to build a gas and
01l p1pelme from the ~emral Asian. repubhcs through Afghamstan and Pak1stan to
the lnd1~n. Ocean gains cre.d ibility. By
margmahzmg Iran m Afghamst~n and by
bypassmg lran as a routefor an 01l and gas
plpeline, U.S. strategists assume they stand
a better chance to contain Iran.
However, the fallacy of this scheme is
It hurts Iran not only politically but also twofold: (l) It presumes that peace and sepsychologically that Afghanistan contin- curity can be maintained in Afghanistan
ues after five years to be engulfed in chaos by use of forcem dehance of broad support
and senseless violence. Turmoil at lran'seast- from all Afghan groups, and, (2) it
ern borders, the millions of Afghan refu- misperceives lran'sforeign policy objectives_
gees in Iran and the overall uncertainty as- Iran not only welcomes but also actively
sociated with foreign intervention in Af- seeks a durable peace and security through
ghanistan give rise to considerable political a reasonable compromise among all facconcern in Tehran. The horror of Afghans tions and ethnic groups.
killing Afghans is a source of pain for Iran ,
Even so, should Afghanistan provide a
which is bound to Afghanistan by common more feasible transit route from Central
religion, culture, language and history.
Asia to Pakistan and international waters,
Iran's effort to promote negotiations to Iran certainly would not consider that a
abandon the use of force and to help set in loss, but rather a positive step toward proplace a mechanism forestablishinga broad- moting economic development and
based government is public knowledge. Iran strengthening stability in Afghanistan.
has pursued this policy on the premise that Such progress would serve Iran's long-term
a stable and prosperous Afghanistan is not interest in many ways, the most evident of
only overdue and deserved, but also in the wh1ch would be an expeditious, dignified
best interest of Iran's national security.
and voluntary return of more than 15 milOn the other hand, several US.adm inis- lion Afghan refugees.
trations have spared no effort in using U.S.
The United States has been unfailing in
diplomatic and financial influence to frus- its attempts to offset Iran's efforts to work
trate any positive result that may derive with its neighbors near and far in the refrom Iran's mediation. This policy is justi- gion to return peace and security and to
fied in the context of the larger U.S. policy to promote economic development. Whether
CO The

Presto...Chango!

nearly JOO signatures to create a new referendum. Usually,
under SU law, these 300 signatures would indicate only that
this issue needed serious discussion on the SU floor, and
possible formulation into a referendum to be voted on at a
later date. But the SU managed to bypass this tradition and
this middle step this weekend. Thanks to the newly installed
voting modifications, this House referendum, the referendum
that would, in the words offormer SU president and S.A.B.B.
advocate,john Cranley, allow the SU ro become "the most
a ur hori tati ve SU of all jesuit universities," the ref erend urn that
had been "three years in the making," was resurrected in just
three days. A genuine miracle. And subject to the new, improved voting modifications to boot. Most of you voters, still
quite sleepy from your hard partying and your late Sunday
night studying, probably didn't even realize you were voting
on a completely different referendum, did you?
lf this sleight-of -hand story has alarmed you, there is still a
chance that you can check the actions of the SU. The election
may be over, but the decision is not yet final. The results of
the vote still have to be approved by Fr. Salmi. lf you disagree
with those results, or if you feel, with all the events of the past
weekend having been withheld from public knowledge by the
SU, that the House referendum should be put through a new
election, appeal to the University President to veto or invalidate the results. You still have power. Use it. Like a white
rabbit or a springtime referendum, it might just vanish one
day.

cause. Members of the University Heights
planning committee are contemplating
removing the right to park on Miramar in
an effort to open up the street to other
traffic and to appease the residents who
live off of the heavily used Miramar.
The universitY. has put lots of effort into
keeping the city from banning parking
along Miramar, and students' concerns

it's time fort e university to realize that
as class sizes grow and as the university
stages more seminars that bring large
crowds to the university, the parking
problem is only going to get worse and
worse. Such a structure would be an
investment in the future of the university
and would be beneficial to the university,
the city, and Carroll students.

Getting the message out: the CO major
It is inevitable as night follows day that
my maFr will forever be scrutinized.
People chuckle. People say it is the easy
way out of college. But I am a communications major and I'm damn proud of it.
It is uruortunate that the communications major gets no respect. I often found
myself telling people that I am a CO major
with a Business mmor just to make it sound
better. I have come
to the realization,
however, that my
Jason
major is an essential
Tokar
part of the AmeriForum Editor
can culture.
Communications
is the key to every
other major. We
create the network
between every
Cotrrnentary
other major. Business majors read the
Wall Street journal for their everyday
information. It is mostly produced by
communications majors. Take a look at
other industries. Advertising, radio,
commerical, mazagines, books, theater,
movies... we create your sources of information, entertainment and life. It's funny, but
Oprah Winfrey made $74 million dollars
last year "communicating" to us. I often
read through business publications and
rarely come across a CEO or CFO that
makes this much.
CO majors at Carroll are given a wealth
of knowledge, anywhere from computer
animation print media to acting for the
stage. We are taught not only oy rhe book,
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I~ promotes negotiations to stop Afghanistan civil war
Untted States spares no effort in helping Afghanistan out financially
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but by experience. The CO major is about
developing a skill and fine-tuning it handson. We learn by testing not only our
capacity to read and memorize, but to
create. To me, this is how all teaching
should be done. We are taught to think on
our feet through argumentation and
debate. We are taught to effectively
communicate whether we go into TV,
.
theater, rad10,journahsm,
publishing, or politics, and
to easily switcli between
those varied forms of media
as our situtation demands.
Also, we are taught bx
professionals that are fully
Immersed and active in
theirfields. Some of my
professors have plays being
performed nationally and
mternationally, have
produced children's shows,
or have written made-for-TV movies.
Professors that have worked in the field
have more value for CO majors than those
who have read a thousand fiooks on any
subject. They are more than lecturers and
test-givers. They are examples and role
models for us.
Perhaps we CO majors create the impression that our major is a breeze because we
enjoy our hard work so much. If you love
something strong enough, you will succeed
no matter what. 1 hope that this will clear
up some of the disrespect CO majors
receive, and perhaps make you think twice
before dismissing any other major you
might view as a Ereeze.

Commentary

in Afghanistan, Tajikistan or in Azerbaijan
and Armema, Iran's eHorts at conciliation
for political settlement of disputes have
faced overt and covert U.S. sabotage.
The Islamic Repubhc of Iran is a stable
and independent country striving to fulfill
its share of responsibility 10 promote reg1onal cooperation, stability, economic developmem and prosperity. Sadly, however,
the results of the U.S. policy toward Iran
have been continued v10lence and bloodshed for the people of these trouble spots
along with diminished opportunities to
settle regional disputes. In turn, the credibility and "moral authority" of the United
States has been damaged significantly.
The people of Afghanistan need urgent

and effective international assistance to
overcome the vicious cycle of violence that
has entrapped them for so long. Mutually
reinforcing efforts by all states concerned,
the UnitedNationsand theOrganizationof
Islamic Conference still represent the only
viable approach to the Afghan crisis. lran
welcomes any international initiative to
stop the violence and preserve the political
independence and territorial integrity of
Afghanistan .
In this context, Iran supports the U.N. to
convene an international meeting of states
concerned with Afghanistan in the near
future as a first step and believes the regional meeting on Afghanistan just held in
Tehran can laytheground forth is inniauve.

From around the nation...
~·---

-.
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•Views/ Letters to the editor
Carroll News headline

was misleading
"Mayor says city doesn't needjCU," the
lead headline in last week' edition of The
Carroll News, was unfortunate in two respects. First, it did not reflect the substance
of the interview that followed. Therefore, it
was misleading. Second, it did not represent Mayor Rothschild's of 1 stated opinion
regarding the important role thatjohnCarroll Universityplaysin thecommunity, both
as an educational institution and as the
city's largest employer. Attributing to her a
statement such as the headline suggests is
simply not credible.

The Carroll News
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Although I was not present at the interview and therefore am unable to comment
on what was communicated, it is certainly
true that there are disagreements among
city officials, universityadminlstrators.and
JCU students regarding the Issue covered
by The Carroll News reporters. "Towngown" relationships invariably lead to
frayed seams. Mending can be tediousand
difficult sometimes. Regardless, it is important for readers of The Carroll News to
know that Mayor Rothschild has been a
consistent supporter of university. Some
projects would not have moved forward
without her advice and assistance.
A frequent complaint leveled at newspapers is that headline writers are wont to
ignore the substance of stories in favor of
sensational captions. Busy readers of ten
form their overall impressions of an individual or event from headlines. As leaders
of the student body at this jesuit university,
Carroll News staff should be especially attentive to the ethical aspects of introducing important feature articles with misleading banners.

J. Gerard Sheehan
Director, Public Affairs

Locked offices don't
guarantee safety
I am writing to inform the faculty that
leaving things in a locked office over night
is not safe. Probably most of you have heard
of someone in your department that has
had something stolen overnight; money,
purses, wallets, laptops. Lastweekmywallet,containing$400on its way to the bank,
was stolen from my desk in my locked office in the O'Malley Center. The frequency
of these events and the lack of follow-up is
extremely frustrating. I was told I cannot
"legally" know the name of the person who
cleans my office, the person who has a key
and goes mto myofhce every night. This is
not true. I have a right to know.
One would think that a locked desk, office, house or car is relatively safe- after all
onlyafewpeoplehold keys. This is nottrue

in our offices. !had forgotten my wallet on
my desk but dtdn't go back to remeve It
thinking, "itissafeinmy locked office.· The
next morning the tempti ngobject was missing and my door was still locked. Someone
had gone into my office during the night
with a lceyanclleft with my wallet and my
door locked
Perhaps if these people were caught or
even warned severely of the consequenc:es
of such actions they would not be so quick
to pick up things like, fruit, candy, coffee
machines and money. If this person gets
away with taking my wallet and $400 then
why wouldn't he/she take something from
your office? Nobody will do anything, he/
she thinks, I'll just take this one little thing.
Tanya Grossner
English Department

Binge drinking article
questioned

Tal\isman. Wealsodemand that there[ raenon and apolog~s-non
e w
this discourteous article printed on the rront
page.
Corey Paquette
Class of 1999

Becky Shane
Class of 1999

Blood drive was a great
success
ROTC and the Red Cross would like to
thank all of the peoplewbotoOktimeoutof
their busy schedule to donate blood for the
American Red Cross. Every day Red Cross
needs approximately 900 pints of blood.
ROTCs goal forth is blood drive was 130
pints of blood, 65 pints per day, and I'm
pleased to say that almost 100 people turned
out the first day, and a total of 175 pints of
blood were donated. The ROTC holds another blood drive in the Spring and we hope
to see everyone again. Thanks again to all
the donors and volunteers who helped out
1hose two days.

We are writing in response to "Binge
drinking a reality at Carroll," by Jennifer
Tallisman, which appeared in the October
24 edition oft he Carroll News. We are ourraged and insulted in the unethical and incompetent manner in which Ms. Tallis man
broke confidentiality in reporting our
names. Moreover, our statements were mis- jamesCumston
quoted and taken out of context. We asked Ranger Commander
Ms. Tallis man to contact us prior to the running of this article if our names were to be
The Carto/1 News welcomes
printed. Wedidnotauthorizetheuseof our
letters to the editor . .1s it is
our w.1y of knowing wh.1t you
names in any fashion regarding this article,
like or dislike .1bout the CN.
nor were we ever contacted. By using our
the c.1mpus or life in gener.1l.
conversation out of context to support her
We require th.1t letters be
hypothesis that binge drinking is prevalent
submitted by noon Monday. in
onjohn Carroll'scam pus, she characterized
the CNoffice. to be eligible for
us in a fraudulent light 10 the students and
publication. Letters can illso
faculty members here at John Carroll Umbe submitted v1a e-mail to
versity. We believe that i£ Ms. Tall isman
CNLETTERS jcvaxa.jcu .edu.
Letters will be accepted after
were following proper journa listie practice,
noon on Monda~ only if there is
our names and reputations would not have
additional space available. We
been trashed. Wearedemandinganofficial
reserve the right to edit letters
refraction and apology to compensate for
for
clarity
or
space
the slanderous and deceitful manner in
considerations. Letters must
which our names were used. We would like
be signed and accompanied by
to see proper action taken against Ms.
your phone number.
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decision. The election had to be held under the old, moredifficult-to-pass voting requirements. The SU suddenly found
,,_ itself facing an uncomfortable margin of uncertainty. But
troubled times were just beginning.
Quite inexplicably, that springtime House referendum up
and disappeared. Not a trace of that original proposal, or the
nearly BOO signa lUres attached to it, could be found. So there
the university stood, poised on the precipice of an election day,
with there was no more issue on which to vote. And the clock
was
ticking.
With
such a seemingly impossible deadline looming on the
horizon , some might simply shrug their shoulders, throw in

Un1ted States spares no effort in helping Afghanistan out financially

Commentary

h

It's more t anJ.USt Miramar
It's easy to direct blame at others when
about the Miramar situation are also
there is something wrong, but it takes
being directed towards city halL This can
strength to admit that there is a problem
be seen by increased student attendance
and to take measures to fix it. It's time that
at city hall meetings. But is that where
the university realize that parking is the
the concern should be directed, or should
problem that just won't go away until it's
we be telling the university that the
fixed.
bigger concern is the
Parking in the lots
inability to find parkon campus has been a
ing spaces on campus.
nightmare forthe past
Joe
Isn't it about timefor
few years, with the lots
Wholley
the university to make
filled to capacity
Assistant
a clear effort to find
INB Editor
almost every day .
ways to allow students
With parking permits
to park on campus?
costing more than ever,
Forget Miramar.
and the crowded
How about a parking
parking lot offering
Commentary
garage or uncfer~round
ftew open spots, it's not -------~==~~=== far king lot to he P
a mystery why people are getting so fed up
solve our problem. Why not try to get
with the whole situation. And i!that
· the cars off the streets and on campus?
wasn't trouble enough, city council memHow about creating enough parking spots
bers have recently been expressing their
so that even freshmen would have tbe
concerns about the con estion, air llution abilit to have a car on cam us? Sure, it

the towel, and spend the rest of the night before the T.V., beer
in hand. But not the SU. Without calling an emergency
meeting, without even alerting most of the student representaiv a
nu~·~u·~~~~~~~~~~~~~----~~u.~~~~~~~~tiW~~~~~-w~~~..,_~-..~~-~~~~~~..----..~~~~
nearly 300 signatures to create a new referendum. Usually,
cause. Members of the University Heights
it's time fort e university to realize that
under SU law, these 300 signatures would indicate only that
planning committee are contemplating
as class sizes grow and as the university
this issue needed serious discussion on the SU floor, and
removing the right to park on Miramar in
stages more seminars that bring large
possible formulation into a referendum to be voted on at a
an effort to open up tile street to other
crowds to the university, the parking
later date. But the
managed to bypass this tradition and
traffic and to appease the residents who
problem is only going to get worse and
h
ddl
h
k d
h
live off of the neavily used Miramar.
worse. Such a structure would be an
t ismi
estept iswee en . T ankstothenewlyinstalled
TheunJ·verst'ty_hasbutlotsofeffortr.nto
·
tment m
· the f uture of t h e umvers1
·
·t y
mves
voting m od i f icarions, this House referendum, the referendum
keeping the city from anning parking
and would be beneficial to the university,
that would , in the words of former SU president and S.A.B.B.
along Miramar, and students' concerns
the city, and Carroll students.
advocare,John Cranley, allow the SU to become "the most
authoritative SU of all jesuit universities," the referendum that
had been "three years in the making," was resurrected in just
three days. A genuine miracle. And subject to the new, improved voting modifications to boot. Most of you voters, still
It is inevitable as night follows day that but by experience. The CO major is about
quite sleepy from your hard partying and your late Sunday
my major will forever be scrutinized.
developing a skill and fine-tuning it handsnight studying, probably didn't even realize you were voting
People chuckle. People say it is the easy
on. We learn by testing not only our
on a completely dif£erent referendum, did you?
way out of college. But I am a communica- capacity to read and memorize, but to
If this sleight-of -hand story has alarmed you, there is still a
tions major and I'm damn proud of it.
create. To me, this is how all teaching
chance that you can check the actions of the SU. The election
It is unfortunate that the communicashould be done. We are taught to think on
may be over, but the decision is not yet finaL The results of
tions major gets no respect. I of ten found
our feet through argumentation and
myself telling people that I am a CO major debate. We are taught to effectively
the vote still have to be approved by Fr. Salmi. If you disagree
with a Business mmor just to make it sound communicate whether we _go into TV,
with those results, or if you feel, with all the events of the past
better. I have come
.
theater, radio, journalism,
weekend having been withheld from public knowledge by the
to
the
realization,
publishing, or politics, and
SU, that the House referendum should be put through a new
however,
that
my
Jason
to
easily switcFi between
election, appeal to the University President to vet<;> or invalimajor is an essential
Tokar
those varied forms of media
date the results. You still have power. Use it. Like a white
part of the AmeriForum Editor
as our situtation demands.
rabbit or a springtime referendum, it might just vanish one
can culture.
Also, we are taught by
day.
Communications
professionals that are fully
is the key to every
Immersed and active in
other major. We
their fields. Some of my
create the network
professors have plays &ing
between every
Conmentary
performed nationally and
other major. Busiinternationally, have.
ness majors read the
produced children's shows,
Wall Street journal for their everyday
or have written made-for-TV movies.
HIT: The mammoth balloon spider dangling
information. It is mostly produced by
Professors that have worked in the field
from the Atrium ceiling, and the amazing fact
. communications majors. Take a look at
have more value for CO majors than those
that nobody put a slingshot to it. Anyone got
other industries. Advertising, radio,
who have read a thousand Docks on any
commerical, mazagines, books, theater,
subject. They are more than lecturers and
eight hundred gallons of Black Flag? m I s s:
movies ... we create your sources of informa- test-givers. They are examples and role
The SU neglecting to vary the ''yes" and "no"
tion, entertainment and life. It's funny, but models for us.
order on their House referendum ballots, thus
Oprah Winfrey made $74 million dollars
Perhaps we CO majors create the impresgarnering the support of the "I always circle
last year "communicating" to us. I of ten
sion that our major is a breeze because we
read through business publications and
enjoy our hard work so much. If you love
the first thing I see" vote. HIT: Even with the
rarely come across a CEO or CFO that
something strong enough, you will succeed
first dismal snowfall of the season, Parent's
makes this much.
no matter what. 1 hope that this will dear
Weekend was fun for all. m I s s: As the
CO majors at Carroll are given a wealth
up some of the disrespect CO majors
of knowledge, anywhere from computer
receive, and perhaps make you think twice
parents departed, so did the pink tablecloths
animation print media to acting for the
before dismissing any other major you
and blue-and-yellow Bohemian room lights.
stage. We are taught not only oy the book, might view as a Ereeze.

su

Getting the message out: the CO major
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I~ promotes negotiations to stop Afghanisbm civil war
Kamal Kharrazl
ICThe Washington Post
Notwithstanding all mediation efforts
in Afghanistan in the past few weeks, the
situation has taken a turn for the worse. The
peculiar relationship of the United States
and Iran, among other considerations, has
had an unsettling impact on Afghamstan
since the civil war began in 1992.

Presto...Chango!
So, ho\\ was your weekend? Were you busy? Your Student
Union certainly was. Perhaps, preoccupied by deadlines and
textbooks, you haven't heard about It yet.
Once upon a time, specifically last spring, there was a
petition that called for an election of a house of representatives
from the student body for the purpose of delegating the
annual budget to student activities. After near! y three years of
prior debate, revision, and more debate , this House of Repre-. sentatives referendum, more popular! y, and inaccurate! y,
known as the SAB.B., was to be voted into action or oblivion
by the student body this past Monday and Tuesday. Signs
were posted (some of them illegally), ballots were printed, and
things in general looked good to go when the SU Judicial Board
suddenlyraiseditsvoice.
Being that the House referendum had been approved for
student vote last spring, the Judicial Board wondered if that
vote needed to be held to last year's voting requirements, and
not those new, improved requirements the SU voted into effect
this past month, which cut the number of required voters in a
valid election in from 50% to 25%, and generally made any
referendum much easier to pass. The judicial Board made their

OPINION
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It hurts Iran not only politically but also
psychologically that Afghamstan continues after five years to be engulfed in chaos
and senseless violence. Turmoil at lran'seastern borders, the millions of Afghan refugees in Iran and the overall uncertainty associated with foreign intervention in Afghanistan give rise to considerable political
concern in Tehran. The horror of Afghans
killing Afghans is a source of pain for Iran,
which is bound to Afghanistan by common
religion , culture, language and history.
Iran 's effort to promote negotiations to
abandon the use of force and to help set in
place a mechanism forestablishinga broadbased government is public knowledge. Iran
has pursued this policy on the premise that
a stable and prosperous Afghanistan is not
only overdue and deserved, but also in the
best interest of Iran's national security.
On the other hand, several U.S. administrations have spared no effort in using US
diplomatic and financial influence to frustrate any positive result that may derive
from Iran's mediation This policy is justified in the context of the larger U.S. policy to

attempt to isolate and contain Iran at all
costs·. .
Th1s IS the ~trateg1c scheme of American foreign pohcymanagers: If a semblance
of secunty can be maintained in Afghanistan,rhen the proposition to build a gas and
Oil p1pehne from the Central Asian_repubhcs through Afghamstan and Paktstan to
the Indian Ocean gains credibility. By
margmahzmg Iran m Afghamst~n and by
bypassmg Iran as a route for an 01l and gas
ptpehne, U.S.strategtsts assume they stand
a better chance to con tam Iran.
However, the fallacy of this scheme is
twofold: (1) It pre~umes that peace and secumy can be mamtamed m Afghamstan
by use of forcemdehance of broad support
from all Afghan groups, and, (2) it
misperceives Iran's foreign policy objectives.
Iran not only welcomes but also actively
seeks ad urable peace and security through
a reasonable compromise among all factions and ethnic groups.
Even so, should Afghanistan provide a
more feasible transit route from Central
Asia to Pakistan and international waters,
Iran certainly would not consider that a
loss, but rather a positive step toward promoting economic development and
strengthening stability in Afghanistan.
Such progress would serve Iran's long-term
interest in many ways, the most evident of
wh ich would be an expeditious, dignified
and voluntary return of more than 15 million Afghan refugees.
The United States has been unfailing in
its attempts to offset lran's efforts to work
with its neighbors near and far in the region to return peace and security and to
promote economic development. Whether

in Afghanistan, Tajikistan orin Azerbaijan
an d Armema, Iran's eff,orts at conciliation
for political settlement of disputes have
faced overt and covert U.S. sabotage.
The Islamic Republic of Iran is a stable
and independent country striving to fulfill
1ts share of responsibility 10 promote regional cooperatiOn, stability, economic development and prosperity Sadly, however,
the results of the U.S. policy toward Iran
have been continued violence and bloodshed for the people of these trouble spots
along with diminished opportunities to
settle regional disputes. In turn, the credibility and "moral authority" of the United
States has been damaged significantly.
The people of Afghanistan need urgent

and effecttve international ass1stance to
overcome the vicious cycle of violence that
has entrapped them for so long. Mutually
reinforcing efforts by all states concerned,
the United Nations and the Organization of
Islamic Conference still represent the only
viable approach to the Afghan crisis. Iran
welcomes any international initiative to
stop the violence and preserve the political
independence and territorial integrity of
Afghamstan.
In this context, Iran supports the U.N. to
convene an mternational meeting of stares
concerned with Afghanistan in the near
future as a first step and believes the regional meeting on Afghanistan just held in
Tehran can lay the ground forthisinitiative.

From around the nation._
~:.-.---
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•Views/ Letters to the editor
Carroll News headline

was misleading
"Mayor says city doesn 't needjCU," the
lead headline in last week' edition of The
Carroll News, was unfortunate in two respects. First, it did nor reflecnhesubstance
of the interview that followed. Therefore, it
was misleading. Second, it did not represent Mayor Rothschild's oft stated opinion
regarding the important role that john Carroll University plays inthecommunity. both
as an educational institution and as the
city's largest employer. Attributing to her a
statement such as the headline suggests is
simply nor credible.
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Although I was not present at the interview and therefore am unable to comment
on what was communicated, it is certainly
true that there are disagreements among
cityofficials,universityadminisuators,and
JCU students regarding the issue covered
by The Carroll News reporters. "Towngown• relationships invariably lead to
frayed seams. Mending can be tedious and
difficult sometimes. Regardless, it is important for readers of The Carroll News to
know that Mayor Rothschild has been a
consistent supporter of university. Some
projects would not have moved forward
without her advice and assistance.
A frequent complaint leveled at newspapers is that headline writers are wont to
ignore the substance of stories in favor of
sensational captions. Busy readers of ten
form their overall impressions of an individual or event from headlines. As leaders
of the student bodyatthisjesuit university,
Carroll News staff should be especially attentive to the ethical aspects of introducing important feature articles with misleading banners.

J Gerard Sheehan
Director, Public Affairs

Locked offices don't
guarantee safety
I am writing to inform the faculty that
leaving things in a locked office over night
is not safe. Probably most of you have heard
of someone in your department that has
had something stolen overnight; money,
purses, wallets, laptops. Last week mywallet,containing$400on its way to the bank,
was stolen from my desk in my locked office in the O'Malley Center. The frequency
of these events and the lack of follow-up is
extremely frustrating. I was told I cannot
"legally· know the name of the person who
deans my office, the person who has a key
and goes into my office every night This is
not true. I have a right to know.
One would think that a locked desk, office, house or car is relatively safe-after all
only a few people hold kers. This is not true

in our of flees. I had forgotten my wallet on
my desk but dtdn't go back to retneve tt
thinking, "it is safe in my locked office.· The
next morning the tempting object was missing and my door was still locked. Someone
had gone into my office during the night
with a key and left with my wallet and my
door lcx:ked.
Perhaps if these people were caught or
even warned severely of the consequences
of such actions they would not be so quiclc
to pick up things like, fruit, candy, coffee
machines and money. If this person gets
away with taking my wallet and $400 then
why wouldn't he/she take something from
your office? Nobody will do anything. he/
she thinks, I'll just take this one little thing.
Tanya Grossner
English Department

Binge drinking article
questioned
We are writing in response to "Binge
drinking a reality at Carroll," by Jennifer
Tallisman, which appeared m the October
24edition of the Carroll News. Weare outraged and insulted in the unethical and incompetent manner in which Ms. Tallisman
broke confidentiality in reporting our
names. Moreover, our statements were misquoted and taken out of context. We asked
Ms. Tallisman to contact us priono the running of this article if our names were to be
printed. We did not authorize the use of our
names in any fashion regarding thiS article,
nor were we ever contacted. By using our
conversation out of context to support her
hypothesis that binge drinking is prevalent
on john Carroll's campus, she characterized
us in a fraudulent light to the students and
faculty members here at john Carroll Umversity We believe that if Ms. Tallisman
were following proper journalistic practice,
our names and reputations would not have
been trashed. We aredemandi ng an official
refraction and apology to compensate for
the slanderous and deceitful manner in
whichournameswereused. Wewouldlike
to see proper action taken against Ms.

Tallis man. Wea\sodemand lhatt'nere£ractton and apology-be sllOtt
this discourteous article printed on the front
page.

Corey Paquette

Becky Shane

Class of 1999

Class of 1999

P.ditor's Note

~rterfollowed customary standards

forat:curate tnterl'ieMft&

Blood drive was a great
success
ROTC and the Red Cross would like to
thank all of thepeoplewbotooktimeoutof ~
their busy schedule to donate blood for the
American Red Cross. Every day Red Cross
needs approximately 900 pints of blood.
ROTCsgoal for this blood drive was I30
pints of blood, 65 pints per day, and I'm
pleased to say that almost IOOpeople turned
out the first day, and a total of 175 pints of
blood were donated. The ROTC holds another blood drive in the Spring and we hope
to see everyone again. Thanks again to all
the donors and volunteers who helped our
those two days.
james Cumston
Ranger Commander
The Carroll News welcomes
letters to the editor. as it is
our way of knowing what you
like or dislike aboLJt the CN.
the cam~>us or life in general.
We require that letters be
submitted by noon Monday. in
the CNoff1ce. to be eligible for
publication. Letters can also
be submitted via e-mail to
CNLETTERS jcvaxa.jcu .edu.
Letters will be accepted after
noon on Monday only if there is
additional space available . We
reserve the right to edit letters
for
clarity
or
space
considerations. Letters m us t
be signed and ilCcompanied by
your phone number.

Market Place
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HELP WANTED
Hundreds of students are
earning free spring break
trips and money! Sell 8 trips
andgofree! Bahamascruise
$279, Cancun and Jamaica
$399, Panama City I Daytona
$1191
Contact us at
www.springbreaktravel.com
or call us at 1-800-678-6386.
Lifeguard needed for
Beachwood H.S. indoor pool.
Hours :
6-7:30
MWF
mornings. Pay is $12 per
hour. Must be certified. Call
292-1970 between 9 and 5
pm.

Men I women earn $480
weekly assembling circuit
boards/electronic
components at home.
Experience unnecessary,
will train.
Immediate
openings in your local area.
Call 1-520-680-7891 ext
C200.

FOR

RENT

Newly remodeled duplex for
rent on Cedar near Lee. 5
bedrooms, 3 1/2 baths ,
parking, $1000 per month.
Call 421 -8421 .

M I S C .
Wanted! ! Individuals and
student organizations to
promote spring break trips!
Earn money and free trips.
Call Inter-Campus Programs
at 1-800-327-6013 or contact
us at http://www.icpt.com.

C a
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Leaves Sunday ?am from Ft.
Lauderdale and returns
Friday 8pml Contact us at
www .springbreaktravel.com
or call 1-800-678-6386.
Cancun and Jamaica 7 nights
air/hotel from $399! Panama
City! Boardwalk Resort!
$129! Best location next to
bars! Daytona Beach- best
location $1391 Cocoa Beach
Hltton $169! Book early and
save $50! Contact us at
www.springbreaktravel.com
or call 1-800-678-6386.

CF our fast isn't as hard
as I thought it would be maybe we should give it
up for good? What do you
think? Zarro would be
disappointed.
MM good job for going to
class. I know it is hard but
it beats "reading" that

magazine all day!
Julie: Congratulations! You
can do our taxes anytime!
John, In my opinion, CY is
not a total dark but you can
do better. I bet you never
thought your little secret
would be in the CN.

Roommate needed A.S.A.P.
near John Carroll. Rent +
Utilities. Male preferred. Call
932-7279 if interested.

Spring break early special!
Book early and save $50! PERSONALS
Bahamas party cruise! 6
days $279! Includes all The peanuts are pulling
meals and parties! Great through! We rejoice for
beaches and nightlife! their growth!
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"Go to work?! Isn't it
enough that I got out of
bed?t•

~

SURGER at 14101 Cedar Rd.

Second City

KING

Open at 6 a.m. for Breakfast

~®

with Norm

Late Nite Drive thru from 1 a.m.-3 a.m.
Friday and Saturday

Thursday, November 14th
Kulas Auditorium
HE'(. ITS FREE!!

it
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We have part time positions
available with flexible hours.

.s

This week's special is: All JCU students and
faculty receive a 10 percent discount with I.D.
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